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Abstract

Some modern laser applications require continuous wave (CW) high power (>100

W), and diffraction limited performance near 1.064 ¡-r,m. One such laser application

with these, and additional, requirements is gravitational wave interferometry. This

thesis will report the development of a scalable high power laser for this application.

A high-power, single-transverse-mode laser might be produced by intensely pump-

ing the small mode volume within a stable resonator or by using a resonator that

has a large transverse mode. Intensely pumping a smali volume can lead to crystai

fracture and large thermally-induced wavefront aberrations. Using a large trans-

verse mode would also be diffi.cult if using a stable resonator as these are, in general,

not suited to fundamental modes that have large cross-sectional areas.

Unstable resonators, by comparison, routinely produce fundamental modes that

have large cross-sectional areas. They have been used for decades with high-power,

high-gain chemical or gas lasers and provide efficient energy extraction, good mode

discrimination and beam quality. However, the low gain of Nd:YAG in combination

with the high output coupling associated with unstable resonators would limit the

effi.ciency of such a CW laser. One way to utilize the properties of unstable resonators

while reducing the output coupling, and thus increase the efficiency, is to use a

stable-unstable resonator. These resonators are stable in one plane and unstable

in the orthogonal plane, rather than unstable in both planes. The required output

coupling can be further reduced without degrading the beam quality by using a

Graded Reflectivity Mirror (GRM) as the output coupler. The soft aperturing of

the GRM also eliminates diffraction loss associated with scraper mirrors in hard-

edged unstable resonators, and enhances mode discrimination.

The stable-unstable resonator reported in this thesis is side-pumped by fibre-

coupled diode-lasers and side-cooled. It uses a total internal reflection (TIR) zigzag

slab geometry, in which tlne zigzag is co-planar with the pumping and cooling. The

resonator is stable in the plane of the zígzag (horizontal) and unstable in the plane

orthogonal to the zigzag lll. In this configuration the strong thermal lensing in

the horizontal direction is averaged out by lhe zigzag. The vertical thermal lens is
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controlled by Thermo-Electric Coolers (TtrC's) which are used to adjust the tem-

perature of the bottom and top surfaces of the slab.

To test the performance of the side-pumped, side-cooled laser head it was oper-

ated initially with a stable resonator. Efficient operation was achieved[2] and will

be reported. Control of the refractive index profile (thermal lens) using the TEC's

on the bottom and top surfaces results in a vertical thermal lens that could be set

to any value between 47 mm and 450 mm. The thermal lens encountered by the

zigzag mode in the plane of pumping and cooling is weak (horizontal direction) and

independent of TEC current. Thus, the thermal lensing in the horizontal and ver-

tical directions is de-coupled, as is necessary for scalability of the mode volume in

the vertical direction.

A travelling-wave (for ease of injection locking) stable-unstable resonator was

investigated using a Fox-Li model, which assumed a greater pump power and mode

voiume than used for the laser head presented in this thesis. A strip, n : 2 super-

Gaussian GRM is shown to be the optimum output coupler for the stable-unstable

Iaser. Furthermore, it is shown that the output coupling loss associated with a

resonator magnification of -1.3 could be sustained using pump densities below the

crystal fracture limit. Useful operation over a realistic range of thermal lens focal

lengths is predicted.

The validity of the Fox-Li modelling is confirmed using with a standing-wave

stable-unstable resonator. The standing-wave resonator was chosen as it suited the

available crystal and pump power used for the work in this thesis. The GRM reflec-

tivity profile used the minimum commercially available profile radius. The vertical

thermal lens is varied by adjusting the pump power, and then by adjusting the tem-

perature of the bottom and top surfaces at full pump power. This demonstrated

CW operation of the standing-r,¡¡ave laser with M - 1.3 and good beam quality.

Good qualitative agreement with the Fox-Li model of the standing-wave resonator

is thus confirmed.

Finally, suppression of the multipie longitudinal modes by injection locking is

reported.
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List of Symbols

Throughout this thesis, several symbols will be used repeatedly to represent

specific quantities or parameters, the following is a list of these symbols and short

descriptions for the readers convenience. This list is not exhaustive but every effort

has been made to maintain conformity of symbols used here. Wherever possible

standard symbols and notation have been used which appear in most laser texts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Efficient, high-power, continuous-rvave (CW), solid-state lasers with good beam

quality are sought for many medical, industrial, military and scientific applications.

One very demanding scientific application of such a laser is as a source for a laser

interferometric gravitational wave detector. This application currently requires re-

liable single-frequency (l = 1.06 ¡rm), fundamental mode operation in excess of

100 W, which can be efficiently coupled to high finesse Fabry-Perot cavities. The

aim of this thesis is to describe a scalable solid-state laser designed to satisfy these

requirements.

Diode-lasers are essential for pumping this type of high power laser, and they

have become both reliable and economical in the last decade[a][+][f]. The ability

to tune the narrow-band emission to the crystal absorption band maximizes the

absorbed energy while minimizing heating of the laser medium.

Several techniques can be used to generate high power laser beams, for example:

coherent addition of several phaseJocked lasers; using a Master Oscillator Power

Amplifier (MOPA) arrangement; or using a high power laser oscillator. A laser

oscillator approach is investigated in this thesis, as these devices have optimízed ef-

ficiency (see next section), and have well understood and controlled mode properties.

Laser oscillators also achieve better gain saturation than MOPA systems, resulting

in less Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE). F\rrthermore, the spectral proper-

ties of laser oscillators can be controlled by injection locking[6][7][S] (see discussion

Iater).

5
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1.1 Review of C.W solid-state laser oscillators

Diode-laser-pumped Nd:YAG laser oscillators have been used in a variety of con-

figurations. Only some of these are suitable for producing high output powers in a

diffraction-limited TEMoo beam, however. This section briefly reviews these config-

urations and discusses their efficiencies, advantages and disadvantages.

Contag et al.[9] have demonstrated a thin disk Yb:YAG laser with a TEMoo

power of 32 W with an optical efficiency of 49%. The thin disk laser concept can also

be used with Nd:YAG[9]. To increase the power, multiple thin disks can be included

at the expense of increasing the complexity of the resonator design. Alternatively,

the amount of pump light absorbed by a single disk can be increased by increasing

the absorption length of the pump light resulting in a short end-pumped, end-cooled

rod geometry. If the absorption length of the disk becomes too long, heat can no

longer be removed efficiently from the end, and side-cooling must be used.

Efficient CW operation of diode-laser end-pumped, side-cooled rod lasers is pos-

sible due to good spatial overlap of the pump light and the fundamental laser mode.

Tidwell et al.l70] reported a near-diffraction-limited TEM.. output power of 60 W

with an optical efficiency of 26% from a Nd:YAG laser using two intracavity rods,

each of which were pumped at both ends. However, the thermal fracture strength

of the gain medium limits the pump density at the end facefll], and thus multiple

end-pumped rods would be required to produce higher powers.

The high efficiency of end-pumped rods has been applied to a zigzag slab ge-

ometry by Neuenschwander et al.lI2l. These authors individually end-pump the

zigzag mode segments, in a bottom and top cooled slab laser, with four tota,l inter-

nal reflection (TIR) bounces which produced a near TEMoo output power of 4.5 W

(M2no,¿", - 1.8, M?,.,t.: 1.5), with an efficiency o128%. However, the pumping of the

individual elements is complicated due to the pump focussing optics. Also, increas-

ing the pump poÌù/er would require a longer crystal and more end-pumped segments,

reducing the focal length of the thermal lens in the gain medium. At high powers

the thermal lens would become too short for efficient fundamental mode operation.

Side-pumping of laser rods allow a greater amount of pump power to be de-

posited within the gain medium than when end-pumping. GoIIa et al. [13] have
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demonstrated a TEMoo output power of 62 W with an efficiency of I7%. The de-

crease in efficiency compared with the end-pumped rod is due to poorer extraction of

the energy near the edges of the rod by the fundamental mode as weli as the effects

of thermally induced birefringence and lensing within the laser rod. The maximum

TEMoo output power is predicted by these authors to be limited to 100-150 W with

decreasing efficiency for a single-rod laser.

The thermal lensing, stress-induced biaxial focusing and birefringence can be

significantly reduced by using a side-pumped, side-cooled zigzag slab[14]. The re-

duced thermal focusing and birefringence has been verified experimentally by Kane

et al.]5]. Shine et al. 116l used a side-pumped, side-cooledzigzag slab laser to pro-

duce 40 W of TEMoo output with an optical efficiency of almost l9To. Tlne improved

efficiency is most likely due to the improved energy extraction efficiency near the

edges of the slab where the pump density is greatest. This efficiency shouid be main-

tained to higher powers due to the reduced effects of stress-induced biaxial focusing

and birefringence of the slab geometry. The side-pumped, side-cooled slab geometry

has also been successfully used by several authors in high average power (pulsed)

solid-state laser designs[l7][1S][19]120)l2Lll22). Thus, the reduced thermal lensing,

stress-induced biaxial focussing and birefringence of the side'pumped, side-cooled

zígzag slab laser suggest that it is the most appropriate gain medium geometry for

a high power solid-state laser.

Side-pumped, bottom/top cooled siab lasers in which the mode zígzags in the

plane orthogonal to the main temperature gradient can also achieve good efficiency[23]

However, they cannot be used to produce high powers as the focal length of the ther-

mal lens becomes too short for efficient fundamental mode operation.

All of the CW approaches described above used stable resonators. Stable res-

onators often exhibit problems such as poor mode discrimination and poor over-

lap of the pump and fundamental mode volumes for practical resonator stabilities,

which decreases the efficiency. Many of these problems can be avoided by using

an unstable resonator. The useful properties of these resonators were discussed in

detail by Siegmanl2a] ín 1965. Since then unstable resonators have been used exten-

sively in high-gain chemical and gas lasers[25]1261127l[28], where they simultaneously

7
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produce diffraction-limited beams and efficient power extraction from extended gain

media. Unstable resonators have also been used to produce kilo-Watt average power

from flash-lamp-pumped solid-state lasers with beam-parameter products around 10

mm-mrad[l8][19][20][29][30][31][32][33]. It has also been shown that for an unstable

resonator the beam quality is largely insensitive to changes in the refractive porú/er

of a thermal lens compared to a stable resonatorf34][35].

Unstable resonators have not previously been used with CW solid-state lasers as

these resonators usually have large output coupling (see Chapter 2) while CW solid-

state lasers have relatively low gain. However, the higher-gain densities achievable

using fibre-coupled high-power diode-lasers in addition to improved output couplers

which use graded reflectivity mirrors (GRM's), encourage the application of unsta-

ble resonators to the production of high-power, diffraction-limited, CW solid-state

Iasers[l]. Diode-lasers minimize the heat deposited in the gain medium allowing an

increase in the small-signal gain while remaining below the crystal fracture limit.

Fibre-coupled diode-lasers enabie the pump density to be increased and separates

the diode-lasers from the laser head. The smoothly varying reflectivity of a GRM

output coupler avoids edge-diffraction associated with hard-edged output couplers,

and thus the magnification needed to produce good mode discrimination and beam

quality can be reduced, which reduces the gainlength product required for efficient

oscillation.

t.2 Thesis overvie\ ¡

This thesis describes the development of a high poruer scalable diode-laser-pumped

CW Nd:YAG laser using a stable-unstable resonator. As indicated in section 1.1,

the reduced thermal lensing, stress-induced biaxial focusing and birefringence of

the side-pumped, side-cooled slab geometry are desirable characteristics for high

power lasers. Furthermore, such lasers would benefit from the large mode volume

and good mode discrimination of an unstable resonator. Chapter 2 gives a brief

overview of unstable resonators and essential properties such as dynamic stability,

mode discrimination and output coupling.
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The limitation for use with iow-gain CW solid-state lasers is the large output

coupling usually associated with unstable resonators. The work in this thesis shows

that a low magnification unstable resonator can be employed through careful selec-

tion of laser head and pump geometry. A conceptual high power laser design using

a zigzag slab geometry and an unstable resonator is presented in Chapter 3. The

best choice of solid-state laser host medium, and additional advantages of slab gain

media compared to rod gain media are highlighted. The temperature distribution

in the slab and the stress fracture limit are also discussed. The design of the laser

head is presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 characterizes the single-pass loss and gain of the side-pumped, side-

cooled laser head. The strength of the thermal lensing is investigated using an

interferometric technique as a function of the slab boundary conditions, with the aim

of establishing the scalability of the laser head design. The remainder of Chapter

5 describes the efficiency, optimum output coupling, multimode and fundamental

mode operation of the laser head using a stable resonator. The multimode output

power using a stable resonator is compared to a predicted value.

Chapter 6 discusses the numerical model of a travelling-wave stable-unstable

resonator and demonstrates numerically that the proposed resonator configuration

is feasible. The surface stress of the gain medium for a 100 W output po\Mer system

is also evaluated.

The travelling-wave resonator is required for ease of injection locking, which is

the long-term aim of this work. Injection locking to a master oscillator can be used

to control the spectral properties of the CW slave resonator[6][7][8], and prevents

the generation of excess noise associated with free-running unstable resonators [36].

Injection locking of unstable resonators typically uses 'adjoint coupling,' a technique

to efficiently couple the injected master fi.eld to the unstable resonator fundamental

mode[37][38][3e].

To investigate the operation of a stable-unstable resonator experimentally, a

standing-wave stable-unstable resonator was used in conjunction with the laser head

in Chapter 7. A standing-r'¡/ave stable-unstable resonator was used instead of a

travelling-rrvave resonator due to the limited gain available in the particular laser.

9
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The results of these experiments are compared to the predictions of a Fox-Li model of

the standing-wave unstable resonator. This enables the validity of the Fox-Li model

to be verified and thus give evidence that the numerical model of the travelling-

wave unstable resonator in Chapter 6 is valid. Finally, preliminary experiments

that successfully demonstrate injection locking of the laser are discussed.

Two publications describe the work contained in this thesis. The first, discusses

the design of the high power scalable diode-laser-pumped solid-state laser using a

stable-unstable resonator, and the second describes and characterizes the laser head

used in this thesis. Copies of both of these publications are included in App. G.

Note that almost a year after the first publication appeared, an alternative CW

stable-unstable laser design was published[aO]. This laser is an end-pumped, bottom

and top-cooled slab design in which the output of a diode-laser stack is imaged

through the max-R mirror on the end face of a slab. The authors reported an

output power o122 W with an optical-to-optical efficiency of 30T0, and beam quality

characterized by M"2tu¡r" : 1.6 and Ml,r.ru¡r" : 1,3. The resonator was stable in

the direction of cooling, and unstabie in the directions orthogonal to pumping and

cooling. The unstable resonator had a magnification of 1.06. This laser is not readily

scalable since the stable mode is dependent on the focal length of the vertical thermal

lens, which will change with pump power. This limitation is the same as that of the

side-pumped, bottom and top cooled design of Richards and Mclnnes, mentioned

above. However, the authors of [40] showed the low magnification stable-unstable

resonator can be used to achieve good efficiency and good beam quality in the

unstable plane, and further supports the approach first proposed and subsequently

used in this thesis.



Chapter 2

Unstable Resonators

This Chapter describes the development of unstable resonators, their properties

and advantages. Several thorough reviews of unstable resonators appear in the

literature[4l]14211431. The first part of this Chapter is based on the review by

Morin[43].

Stable resonators with acceptable sensitivity to misalignments and perturbations

such as refractive po\Ã/er changes are limited to producing Gaussian modes with an

intra-cavity diameter of a few millimetres at most. Efficient energy extraction from

extended gain regions using stable resonators is achieved typically only by oscillation

with many higher-order modes. In the absence of apertures the loss for the higher-

order stable modes, is in principle the same as for the fundamental mode given

the uniform reflectance of the output coupler. Higher-order transverse modes in

a stable resonator oscillate at slightly differing frequencies, due to the Guoy phase

shift between the lowest- and higher-order Hermite-Gaussian (or Laguerre.Gaussian)

transverse modes[44]. The Guoy phase shift degrades the focussing properties of the

laser beam[44]. Furthermore, it is not possible to simultaneously injection lock all

of these higher-order modes. Mode discrimination can only be achieved by using

an intra-cavity aperture. This is possible since the transverse modes have different

dimensions within the resonator.

Unfortunately, suppressing the higher-order modes wastes laser energy, it would

be preferable to use this energy as laser output. Diffraction output coupling, in

which light leaks past the edge of a small reflecting output coupler was suggested

11
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M MM 2 M
1 2 1

2a

kl-.4l

Figure 2.1: Positive- (left) and negative-branch (right) confocal unstable resonators.

by LaTourette et aLlaS]. Soon after, Siegman[24] proposed the use of an unstable

resonator. These resonators are able to produce single-mode beams, that have a

large fundamental-mode cross-section. Unstable resonators transversely magnify

the self-reproducing mode each round-trip by a factor, M , tlne'Magnification' of the

resonator. Thus the light walks transversely out of the resonator at a rate dependent

on M. The output coupled field is that fraction of the mode leaking past the edge

of the smaller, finite diameter mirror.

Typical examples of a positive- and negative-branch confocal unstable resonators

are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The geometric magnification is defined by the ratio

of the curvatures of M2 and M1. The distance between the mirrors, f), is given

by fi*fz, where f¿ is the focal length of mirror M¿ (f1 is negative for a convex mir-

ror). The near-field output of the unstable resonator with a hard-edged output

coupler has an annular cross-section. The most obvious difference between these

resonators is that the negative-branch unstable resonator has an intracavity focus.

The intra-cavity focus can cause breakdown in air in high peak power systems.

Positive-branch resonators are often preferred when the length of the gain medium

is a significant fraction of the resonator length, as the gain extraction is improved.

Positive- and negative-branch unstable resonators have different perturbation sta-

bilities, especially at low magnifications[46], these are discussed further in section

2.r.

e)o
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Figure 2.2: Resonator stability diagram (g-diagram) showing parameters fi aîtd !2.
Negative- and positive-branch unstable regions are labelled and the shaded region
indicates stable resonator operation.

Figure 2.2 shows a resonator stability diagram. The g-diagram shows regions of

resonator stability (shaded), and thus also indicates regions where the resonator is

unstable (unshaded). The g-parameters, are given by

(2.r)

where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of mirrors M1 and M2. The resonator is

stable if 0 < 9ßz 1L

An alternative stability parameter, þ, is given by[a3]

o
^. - 

1 _ _
9t- t ñ t

rl¿
21

p:lTl (2 2)
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where A and D are the elements of the resonator round-trip ABCD matrix. The

resonator is stable if -1 < P < l. The two parameters are relatedby 0 : 2gßz - I.

For a positive-branch unstable resonator, the magnificatíon, Mo, isl43l

Mp:p+\/p'z-r (2.3)

and for a negative-branch unstable resonator, the magnifi.cation, M., ís l43l

Mn:p-v/p,-r (2.4)

Note that Mn is less than -1. The negative sign indicates a negative-branch unstable

resonator, and lM"l is the geometric magnification each round-trip.

A useful feature of the unstable resonator is that the output coupling of the

modes depends on the magnification of the resonator and is independent of the

size of the output coupler, for large Fresnel numbers[47]. Higher-order transverse

modes have substantially higher loss per pass, as more of the energy in these modes

is concentrated near the edges of the resonator and is thus lost more rapidlyla7l.

Hence, mode discrimination is also determined by the magnification of the resonator,

as discussed further in section 2.2.

While geometric approximations of unstable resonators were known to accurately

predict the wavefront curvature, they poorly estimated the laser mode intensity pro-

file. Large 'diffraction ripples' are observed on the intensity profile in practice. This

is due to edge-diffraction causing backscatter from the hard-edges of the output

coupler within the resonator [48]. It was found that losses of the individual modes

varied quasi-periodicaliy with equivalent Fresnel number[4g] (A discussion of Fles-

nel numbers is included in Appendix A). For integral equivalent Fresnel numbers,

the unstable resonator eigenvalues have the same magnitude (loss) but have differ-

ent phase angles[a2][ S]. The magnitudes of the transverse mode eigenvalues are

most different at half-integral equivalent Fresnel numbers, and thus mode discrim-

ination is maximum. Hence, hard-edged output coupler unstable resonators should
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be designed to operate at half-integral equivalent FYesnel numbers.

The near-field of early unstable resonators would have been of little practical use

for efficient coupling into a high finesse Fabry-Perot cavity because of the diffrac-

tion from the edge of the output coupler mirror which degraded the beam quality,

resulting in a signifi.cant fraction of the energy being located in side-lobes in the

far-field. In applications requiring a single intensity lobe, the side lobes must be

removed thereby reducing the overall efficiency of the laser. This is particularly

significant for low magnification resonators, where the fraction of the mode leaking

past the edge of the output coupler is small and the influence of edge diffraction

is signifrcantl46][50][ff]. nor these reasons, high magnification resonators were tra-

ditionally used, where the mode area rù¡as large compared to the output coupler

area, and hence the effect of the edge-diffraction was small. Unfortunately, high

magnification requires high gain due to the large output coupling.

Avoiding diffraction from the hard-edges of the output coupler would be an

advantage. Anan'ev and Sherstobitov[52] suggested apodizing the output coupler

to achieve smoothly varying reflectivity profiles. It was expected that the effects of

edge-diffraction within the resonator would be decreased, thus removing the periodic

Ioss with equivalent Fþesnel number, and the resonator would be less sensitive to

FYesnel number fluctuations.

Early theoretical work focussed on the use of a Gaussian reflectivity profile be-

cause that particular reflectivity profile could be treated with ABCD matrix for-

malism, thus simplifying the analysis[53][5a]. However, it was postulated that the

broad Gaussian profile would not be ideal if the gain medium is defined by limiting

apertures such as edges of the gain media, and energy extraction would not be op-

timal. This generated interest in parabolic and super-Gaussian profiles, which are

discussed in section 2.3. Unfortunately, the modes of resonators which use these mir-

rors cannot be described with closed-form analytic solutions and numerical solutions

are required[55].

It was presumed that proper design of the output coupler reflectance profile

allowed some control over the transverse cavity field distribution. A lack of avail-

able components initially delayed the use of apodization in unstable resonators. A
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M 2 M
1

CI

Figure 2.3: Confocal positive-branch unstable resonator with a Graded Reflectivity
Mirror, M1*.

radially variable birefringent element along with a polarizer was first used to real-

ize apodization with a graded reflectivity profile for an unstable resonator[56][57].

However, difficulties 'ü/ere encountered if the gain medium 'ù¡as birefringent.

An effective solution to this problem is the use of dielectric graded reflectivity

mirrors (GRM's). The low loss and the high damage threshold of these coatings

allow use in laser cavities. Their functionality is the same as regular mirrors al-

Iowing simple alignment and cleaning. Figure 2.3 shows a confocal GRM unstable

resonator. M1 in Figure 2.1 (left) has been replaced by the GRM, M1*. The first

implementation of a GRM used a single variable thickness layer of material with

a high refractive index. These devices were limited to a near-infrared reflectivity

of 50% at most. The peak reflectivity was later increased by using multiple-layer

designs[58][59][60], which led to commercial fabrication of GRM's.

Large single mode operation with a far-field that is free of side-lobes has been

demonstrated with a GRM unstable resonator[61]. Furthermore, misalignment of

the resonator did not favor oscillation of higher-order modes, as was previously

observed in hard-edged unstable resonators[a6][62]. Thus the mode discrimination

benefits of apodization in unstable resonators and the improved beam quality with

the absence of hard-edge diffraction were verified. The term GRM (Graded Reflec-

*
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tivity Mirror) is principally used in this thesis, however they are also referred to as

variable reflectivity mirrors (VRM's). Dielectric GRM's are one of the key compo-

nents of the laser design developed in this thesis, and are used in Chapters 6 and

7.

2.L Dynamic stability

The dynamic stability of the confocal unstable resonator is different for positive- and

negative-branch resonators, and affects the mode structure, output coupling, output

porwer, beam pointing and the beam quality. The sensitivity of these resonators to

perturbations is discussed briefly below.

Krupke and Sooy[46] show that the variation in output coupling (or variation in

M) for a small change in one of the resonator mirror curvatures or the focal length

of the thermal lens is greater for positive'branch than for negative-branch unstable

resonators. The authors conclude that the greater tolerance of the negative-branch

resonator to these changes arises because of the greater curvature of it's mirrors.

The sensitivity of the resonator to changes in length is also important. Negative-

branch resonators were shown to be much more sensitive to variations in the res-

onator length than the positive-branch[46]. This was demonstrated by analyzing

the effect of a resonator length change on the central far-field po'ù/er density.

The final perturbation considered here is mirror misalignment. From a geometric

view, if M2 in Figure 2.1(a) is tilted by an angle, d, then the optic axis will be

rotated by an angle @ about the centre of curvature of Ml. For confocal resonators

the relationship between these angles are[46]

2lM
(positive-branch) (2.5)

lMl-1

ô 2lMl

ó_
0

e lMl+1
(negative-branch) (2.6)
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Positive-branch Negative-branch

A Thermal lens sensitivity low
A(Resonator length'I sensitivity low high

Mirror tilt sensitivity high low

Table 2.1: Comparison of alignment stability parameters of positive- and negative-
branch unstable resonators.

That is, for the same lMl, tlne negative-branch is always less sensitive to mirror

misalignment than the positive-branch. Note that this is particularly important

close to lMl:1. Table 2.1 summarizes the results in this section.

2.2 Mode discrimination

Mode discrimination properties are an integral part of any resonator design. Un-

stable resonators achieve mode discrimination by utilizing the change in reflectance

of the output coupler with radial distance from the optical axis. The average re-

flectance of the output coupler is different for each transverse laser mode. The

lowest-order mode has the greatest reflectance, and higher-order modes experience

greater loss as the transverse mode order increases. Thus, the oscillation threshold

for each transverse mode is different and increases with the order of the mode.

Another description of the behavior of unstable resonators is to consider the

poiver loss per round-trip, given by 1- l7l2 where 7 is the eigenvalue of the mode[63].

In the geometric optical limit, as N"n -+ oo (N"n is the equivalent Fresnel number,

and is defined in App. A), the eigenvalues for resonators which have toroidal, spher-

ical and strip geometries (the strip geometry refers to a resonator that is unstable

in one dimension, typically using cylindrical optics) are given by[42] [47]

1
'Yrnn,toroid. : 

1* ¡Ur"*r,
rYL,n:0,

1

21 (2.7)

210p (2 s)Tpt,spherical : 
1r¡o-,
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1
/?¿'srrrP t r Ìtn+7/2,

l[vL I

n:0)1,2 (2 e)

where M is the geometric magnification of the unstable resonatot) n'L and r¿ are

Cartesian mode indices, p and I are the radial and azimuthal mode indices.

For a given magnification, M ,, the eigenvalue of a strip resonator is greater than

the toroidal and spherical resonators, and thus the lowest-loss mode in the strip un-

stable resonator will experience less loss. Alternativel¡ since the average reflectivity

of the output coupler is given by[63]

E: Ro'y2 (2.10)

where .Ro is the peak reflectivity of the GRM (see later), the average reflectivity for

the lowest-order mode in a one-dimensional strip resonator is a factor of M larger

than for the lowest-order mode in a two-dimensional toroidal or spherical resonator

(see Equations 2.7-2.10 for m, n and p : 0). A strip unstable resonator is therefore

more appropriate for low-gain lasers.

The mode discrimination compares the loss factors of a mode and the next higher-

order mode. That is the mode discrimination between modes ¿ and b is given by the

ratío 1"f 16. The ratio of the eigenvalues for a particular mode and the next higher-

order mode is therefore equal to M for all resonator geometries (using Equations 2.7-

2.9), and thus there is no mode discrimination penalty in using the lower-loss strip

unstable resonator. To investigate the mode discrimination of unstable resonatots,

VSOURCE and VRM software was used, which are sub-modules of PARAXIAI.

VSOURCE implements the virtual source formulation that estimates the eigen-

values and eigenmodes of hard-edged strip or cylindrical unstable resonatorsl64][65]

[66][67]. The eigenvalues are calculated as a function of equivalent Flesnel number,

and the eigenmode intensity distribution just before the hard-edged output coupler

1PARAXIA Resonator and Optics Programs version 2.02, distributed by SCIOPT Enterprises,

P.O. Box 20637, San Jose, CA 95160, U.S.A.
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Figure 2.4: Loss factor for hard-edged unstable resonators for even (left) and odd
(right) modes. Magnification : 1.3. Calculated using VSOURCE.

can be estimated.

VRM uses analytical results given by Doumont et aL[39]. This code gives the

eigenvalues of strip or spherical unstable resonators with a variable reflectivity mir-

ror. The eigenvalues are calculated as a function of equivalent Fresnel number. VRM

can also calculate the eigenmode intensity distribution just before the variable re-

flectivity mirror output coupler. This formalism is limited to VRM's (or GRM's)

with a Gaussian reflectivity profile.

2.2.1 Mode discrimination plots

Figure 2.4 shows plots of mode discrimination as predicted by VSOURCE, for an

unstable resonator with magnification, 1.3, using a strip hard-edged output coupler.

This resonator configuration was chosen for comparison as a strip GRM unstable

resonator with M : 1.3 is used in Chapters 6 and 7. The eigenvalue magnitudes are

plotted as a function of equivaient Flesnel numbers for the first 20 even (left) and

the first 20 odd (right) modes of the resonator. Note the quasi-periodic, interleaving

structure of the eigenmodes for the hard-edged unstable resonator, due to the edge

diffraction from the output coupler as discussed earlier. Figure 2.4 illustrates the

need to operate at half-integral equivalent Fresnel numbers, where the eigenvalue

separation between the largest eigenvalue and the next nearest eigenvalue is greatest.
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Figure 2.5: Loss factor for a GRM unstable resonator for even (left) and odd (right)
modes. Magnifi.cation : 1.3. Calculated using VRM.

A similar plot for a resonator with a Gaussian GRM output coupler (generated

using VRM code), is shown in Figure 2.5. The advantage of replacing the hard-

edged output coupler with a GRM is clearly evident as the mode discrimination

is essentially independent of Fresnel number. Furthermore, the separation between

the lowest- and next higher-order mode is much greater than in Figure 2.4, and is

Iarge even though M is relatively small (1.3). The eigenvalue magnitudes approach

their geometric values for large Fresnel numbers as predicted by Equation 2.9.

The VSOURCE and VRM programs were used to provide insight into the mode

discrimination and beam quality of the unstable resonator as a function of magnifi-

cation and Flesnel number.

In practice, more complex resonator designs involving finite apertures and non-

Gaussian GRM profiles are used. These designs require a full physical optics analy-

sis, such as the technique suggested by Fox and Li[68] [69]. This technique yields the

lowest-loss unstable resonator mode but does not provide any information about the

higher-order modes of the resonator. Fox-Li analysis is discussed further in Chapter

6.
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2.3 GRM Output Coupler

The near- and far-field beam profile of an unstable resonator is affected by the

reflectivity profile of the GRM. Two reflectivity profiles have been widely used: the

super-Gaussian and parabolic functions.

The super-Gaussian reflectivity profile has the form[70]17l][72)173]

(2.rr)

where .R, is the peak (intensity) reflectivity and n is the order of the super-Gaussian

function (for n : 2 lhe super-Gaussian is a Gaussian, and as n ---+ oo a top-hat

profiie results). The variable r denotes the radial distance from the centre of the

GRM and w,n is the If e2 radius of the reflectivity profile.

The parabolic GRM reflectivity profile is given byl7al

R(r)"n: Boexp 
l_, (;)"1

n, \ , n.(t_ (;)") ,R(r)o": { 
ot,

-ar, 1r 1 a*

elsewhere.
(2.r2)

where n is the order of the parabolic distribution and can be either 2 or 4. As before,

,Ro is the peak reflectivity, r denotes the radial distance from the centre of the GRM

and a^ is the profile radius. Note that the radial distance from the centre of the

GRM, r j ca.n be used for both strip (1-Dimensional) and spherical (2-Dimensional)

GRM profiles. Indeed, throughout Chapters 6 and 7 a strip GRM is considered, and

r represents the distance from the centre of the l-Dimensional profile.

The most uniform near-field profile is produced if the peak reflectivity of the

strip unstable resonator satisfies the 'maximally flat' condition[63]

Ro:
Mn/z

(2.13)

If the peak reflectance is greater than that in Equation 2.I3, then the GRM trans-

mission increases faster than the mode intensity decreases, resulting in a dip in

the centre of the near-field. Conversely if the peak reflectance is less than that in

1
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Equation 2.13 the laser can be over-coupled, and the near-fleld loses uniformity.

The GRM average reflectance for the lowest-order mode in an unstable strip res-

onator with order n super-Gaussian or parabolic GRM that satisfies the maximally

fl.at condition, using Equation 2.10 is

(2.r4)

Equation 2.14 implies that, for a given M, the gain-length product required to

support lasing increases as the order of the GRM increases. That is, n should be

small for low gain systems to enable M to be maximized for a given optimum ,R.

2.4 Summary

Table 2.2 gives a comparison of many of the unstable resonator properties discussed

in this Chapter, for low and high magnifications. It is clearly beneficial to use a

high magnification to utilize the advantages of the unstable resonator, such as the

mode good discrimination and a large mode volume. High magnification unstable

resonators are also less sensitive to misalignment. Associated with high magnifrca-

tions, however, is the need for high gain due to the low average reflectance of the

output coupler. Many solid-state gain media have inherently low gain. However,

the average reflectivity for the lowest-order mode of a strip (1-Dimensional) unstable

resonator is a factor of. M larger than for the lowest-order mode in a two-dimensional

resonator. Also, the ratio of eigenvalues for a particular mode and the next higher-

order mode is equal to M regardless of the resonator geometries given in section 2.2.

Thus there is no mode discrimination penalty in using the lower-loss strip unstable

resonator. A strip unstable resonator typically employs a stable resonator in the

orthogonal plane. The implementation of a strip unstable resonator is discussed

further in the next Chapter.

Furthermore, Equation2.I4 implies that, the order of the super-Gaussian GRM

should be as small as possible for low gain systems allowing M to be maximized

for the optimum -R. The average reflectance of the output coupler is, in turn,

determined by the laser head and resonator properties. All of these points suggest

:Ro1
" - M MF+i)
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Table 2.2: Comparison of unstable resonator properties with magnification.

that the strip stable-unstable resonator is the most appropriate choice for a low gain,

CW solid-state laser.

Low Magnification High Magnificaiton
Required gain Iow high

Average reflectance of output coupler high moderate
Beam quality: hard-edged o/coupler low high

Beam quality: GRM high high
Mode discrimination moderate high

Dynamic stability moderate high
Large mode volume yes yes
Excess noise factor moderate high



Chapter 3

Laser Design Summary

From the discussion in Chapter 1, the optimum choice of laser geometry for a scalable

high-power, CW, solid-state laser would appear to be a side-pumped, side-cooled

zigzag slab. The rectilinear slab geometry reduces the problems associated with

stress induced birefringence and the zigzag optical path minimizes thermal and stress

induced focusing. F\rrthermore, as will be seen below, the thermal stresses and ease

of scalability show the additional advantages of the slab geometry compared with

the rod geometry.

Eggleston et al.fl4,l have shown that the ratio of thermal po'rver per unit length

which can be absorbed without fracture by a side-pumped, sidecooled slab to that

which can be absorbed by a side-pumped, side-cooled rod is given by

(Pnll) *"u
(Poll),,0

3

2r
(3. 1)

where Pr, is the thermal power absorbed by the gain medium, I is the length of the

gain medium, and t¿ and h are the width (in the pump direction) and height of the

slab respectively (see Figure 3.1). They conclude the power handling capability of

a slab is greater than a rod if the aspect rafio (hf w) is greater than 2. This further

supports the use of a slab geometry for a scalable high power laser gain medium.

The slab geometry is also simple to scale to high porwers: since the width of

the pumped gain medium and thus the width of the mode in the pump direction

is determined by the absorption length for the pump light, the output power can

(#)

25
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Figure 3.1: Side-pumped, side-cooled zígzagslab geometry. The slab has dimensions
of heightxwidthxlength (h x w x l), in the r, y, and z directions respectively.

be increased by increasing the height of the mode or by increasing the length of

the gain medium. The mode should zígzag in the plane defined by the pumping

(referred to as the horizontal plane here), that is tlne gz-pIane shown in Figure 3.1.

This will generally result in a laser mode that has a horizontal width comparable to

a mode which might be produced in a stable resonator. Thus the resonator could

be designed to be stable in the horizontal direction and unstable in the vertical

direction, referred to here as a stable-unstable resonator. Such a resonator would

allow the mode cross-section to be scaled in the vertical direction.

The side-pumped, side-cooled zigzag slab geometry should ideally have minimal

thermal lensing in the vertical direction. Hence the height of the unstable mode need

not vary significantly as it propagates through the gain medium and it should thus

have good spatial overlap with a gain region of constant height. Furthermore, since

the pumping and heat removal are co-planar, increasing the mode height should not

increase the refractive power of either the horizontal or vertical thermal lenses, as

the lensing in the horizontal and vertical planes should be de.coupled. This is inves-

tigated experimentally in Chapter 5. These features should result in a laser which

¿t

I

---l

h

w
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produces high beam quality and is relatively insensitive to thermal lens variations.

The advantages of the strip GRM unstable resonator were discussed in Chapter

2. The average reflectance of the output coupler for the lowest-order mode using

a strip unstable resonator is a factor of M larger than for a two-dimensional (2-D)

toroidal or spherical unstable resonator. F\rrthermore, there is no mode discrimi-

nation penalty in using the strip unstable resonator. The strip stable-unstable res-

onator therefore allows M tol:,e maximized for low gain CW solid-state systems, thus

efficiently utilizing the properties of the unstable resonator. GRM output couplers

offer further advantages for a low-gain system, such as good mode discrimination

and greater average reflectance than for a hard-edged output coupler.

The remainder of this Chapter gives a description of the choice of solid-state

material to be used as the high power gain medium. Equations for the temperature

and stress distributions of the side-pumped, side-cooled slab geometry are also pre-

sented. These distributions affect the thermal lensing and limit the maximum pump

density, which is required for Chapter 6.

3.1 Choice of solid-state material

There are a large number of gain media that lase near 1.06 pm described in the

Iiterature. Ideally, the gain media for this work would satisfy the following criteria:

o 4-level laser

¡ efficient atomic transition

o broad absorption linewidth (greater than diode-laser emission)

o an absorption line which coincides with available high-power diode-lasers

o long upper state lifetime

o narrow emission linewidth

o high absorption efficiency

o high thermal conductivity
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Parameter Value

Nd:Host Material Nd:Y3AlsO12 G
Nd Concentration 1.1 + 0.I at.%

Refractive index @l¡rm 1.8197
Stimulated emission cross-secti orr, o21 2.8E-19 cm F ---)

Spontaneous flourescence lifetime, r¡ 230ps
Thermal conductivity, k 10.39 W m.K

Absorption wavelength, À"6" 0.808 pm
Absorption linewidth 1.2 nm

Absorption coefficient (t) 4.1 cm-r
Emission wavelength, )" I.064 p,m

Tensile fracture strength, a¡ 280 MPa
Youngs modulus, -Ð 282 GPa

Material constant, M" 3.74 E-6 W m.Pa
Thermal shock resistance parameter, R" 1047 W m

dnldT 8.9 E-6 K-r
Poisson's ratio, u 0.3

Stokes factor, r¡" 0.76
Thin film convection coefficient, À¿¿ 1.8 E+4 Wlm''¿.K

Thermal expansion coefficient, a 6.9 E-6 K-r

Table 3.1: Nd:YAG spectroscopic and thermomechanical parameters from Ap-
pendix B, references included in App. B unless cited (t measured value).

o high fractu€htrength

o high optical quality crystals of adequate size available

No material in the literature satisfies all of these requirements. After significant

investigation (see App. B) it was found that while materials with better spectro-

scopic properties (i.e.: higher absorption coefficient, broader absorption linewidth,

etc.) exist, the excellent thermomechanical properties of Nd:YAG are critical for this

work. An extensive discussion of the most appropriate material for a high power

diode-laser-pumped solid-state laser near 1.06 ¡;m is included in Appendix B. Table

3.1 contains a summary of Nd:YAG material parameters.

3.2 Temperature and stress in slab geometries

This section presents formulae for the temperature and stress distributions for the

side-pumped, side-cooled slab gain media.
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(3.2)

3.2.L Slab temperature distribution

The temperature distribution in a uniformly side-pumped, side-cooled slab of infinite

height and length with constant heat input per unit volume, Q, is given byfla]

where tr.ro is the width of the slab in the gr-direction (as shown in Figure 3.1), À¿¿

is the thin film convection coefficient, a parameter that defrnes the heat extraction

efficiency of the coolant from the surface it flows past, 7} is the coolant temper-

ature and k is thermal conductivity of the gain medium, which is assumed to be

temp erature independent.

3.2.2 Slab stress

The surface stress for a uniformly side-pumped, and side-cooled slab of infinite height

and length is given by[la]

r (a) :," * ry(* . ffi) . #l! - e)')

^1 aE
"": einy _ r-:).3

a
12M"

wl (3.3)

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient, E is the Young's modulus, k is the

thermal conductivity, u is Poisson's ratio, tlo is the width of the slab, and M, is

the material constant, which is discussed below. All parameters are assumed to be

temperature independent.

The heat generated by the absorbed pump light, Po, is given by Pn: (I-q")Pe,

where 4" is the Stokes factor. The heat absorbed per unit volume, Q, is given by

(P¡lwohol).

The material constant M, can be written æ Mr: R"/ornu*., where R" is the

thermal shock resistance parameter and ø-"*. is the maximum surface stress at

fracture (sometimes denoted a¡), which is strongly dependent on surface polish

quality[76]. Therefore Equation 3.3 can be written as
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,o'u:'r(;.) ,'(h) (3 4)

Equation 3.4 gives the heat per unit length for a given percentage of the stress

fracture limit (o"f o**.). The scalability of slab lasers is thus predominantly lim-

ited by the thermomechanical properties of the crystal, which determine a", and

the maximum size of the large aspect ratio Nd:YAG slabs that can be grown and

polished[77][7S] white maintaining low losses and low wavefront distortion.



Chapter 4

Laser Design

A stable-unstable resonator with useful mode discrimination has relatively large

output coupling, which necessitates high gain. A high gain-length product can be

produced by using a single layer of closely packed pump fibres. However, the pump

density must be chosen such that the surface stress is below the stress fracture limit

of the gain medium. If the pump density causes the surface stress to approach the

stress fracture limit of the gain medium, the spacing between the fibres could be

increased thus decreasing the surface stress. However this also decreases the small-

signal gain coefficient. The alternative is to increase the pathlength within the gain

region. However, this also increases the path-integrated loss which decreases the

efficiency. The laser head described in this Chapter attempts to maximize the gain-

length product while maintaining a realistic surface sttess, to achieve the gain-length

product required for efficient operation of. a M : 1.3 stable-unstable resonator.

The co-planar side-pumping and side-cooling of the laser head design described

in this Chapter, presumes that the mode volume can be scaled by adding layers of

pump fibres in the vertical direction. If the pump density remains constant then the

gain-length product and the loss should also remain constant, but the mode volume

increases and the laser power should subsequently increase. This scalability requires

the zigzag optical path to minimize the thermal and stress induced focussing, this

is investigated in Chapter 5.

31
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4.L Slab crystal geometries

SIab gain media are normally operated in one of two rÃ/ays: either the laser mode

passes straight through the gain media, or it follows a Total Internal Reflection (TIR)

path within the slab (usually a zigzag path). As discussed in the previous Chapter, a

zigzagpath within the slab, can be used to minimize thermal and stress induced biax-

ial focussing[14]. Thezigzagpath also has the advantage of increasing the pathlength

within the crystal, thereby increasing the gain-length product, gol, and improving

the efficiency. Zigzag slab lasers are normally designed so the laser mode enters

and leaves the crystal at Brewster's angle to the crystal faces, thereby producing a

linearly polarized mode and removing the need for anti-reflection coatings[t5][23].

These advantages lead to the popular zigzag slab configuration which is considered

here in more detail for some different crystal shapes.

A popular implementation of this idea is the single pass geometry shown in Figure

4.1, which has been successfully used by numerous authors [15][16][18]. This crystal

geometry can be simply inserted into an optical cavity. However, a folded version of

this crystal has a larger pathiength within the gain medium and can yield a more

compact resonator. Such a slab geometr¡ shown in Figure 4.2,has been developed

by Richards and Mclnnes[23] in a side-pumped, bottom and top conductively cooled

Nd:YAG slab. They demonstrated high CW multimode slope efficiency (57%). In a

stable laser resonator the demonstratedSS% multimode efficiency and2STo efficiency

for a near Gaussian beam with M2 : I.2 (from 18.3 W of diode-laser pump powerT

after a collimating optic). The efficient energy extraction of this crystal design is

attractive for the high-power laser application here. Furthermore, efficient operation

of this laser crystal geometry has been verified in a stable ring resonator and the

multimode lasing and frequency noise of the free-running laser has been suppressed

by injection locking[79][80][81]. The disadvantage of this geometry for use in a ring

resonator is that the incident and transmitted beams are separated by a small angle,

especially for a high TIR bounce angle, d1. Irrespective, the crystal geometry shown

by Figure 4.2 was chosen for the work in this thesis.

The geometry, as shown in Figure 4.3, was investigated because of the larger

angle between the incident and transmitted beams, with the mode still incident
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Figure 4.1: Single pass TIR zigzag slab geometry (ás is Brewster's angle, d1 must
be larger than the critical angle for TIR).

q

Figure 4.2: Folded TIR laser crystal.

Figure 4.3: Alternative folded TIR design, the geometric area not transversed by a
geometric beam is in black

e1eB

e,
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at Brewster's angle. The design was abandoned because of poor energy extraction

efficiency discussed in this paragraph. With this crystal design the area shaded

in black is not transversed by a collimated beam. The fraction of area unshaded

compared to the total area is an estimation of the geometric energy extraction

efficiency of the laser mode, qse, àrrd for Figure 4.3 is given by

ns, _ cos (2ár - áe) tan (90 - ár)

2 cos (ds - 07) cos01
(4.1)

where ás is Brewster's angle. This relationship is independent of the width of the

crystal. For side-water cooling, 01 must be greater than 47.0" for which Tg, : 59To

(i.e.: the area in black would be aL%). Furthermore, Ts, decreases with increasing

d1. Therefore this would be a poor crystal geometry choice for a side-pumped, side-

cooied slab. The energ-y extraction efficiency of the slab can be increased to 100%

by making the entrancef extt face flat, that is using a rectilinear slab, the aperture is

then the full width of the slab. While this geometry would also give a large angle of

separation between the incident/exit modes, Brewster's angle can no longer be used

as the angle of incidence. Furthermore, the end faces require specific AR and HR

coatings, and parasitic modes will oscillate in the perfectly rectangular structure of

the slab. Again, for simplicity the geometry shown in Figure 4.2 ís used, with 100%

energy extraction efficiency and no intracavity coatings.

4.2 Laser head construction

This section describes the laser head design

4.2.L Laser crystal design

Technical drawings for the Nd:YAG crystal used in this thesis based on the design

in Figure 4.2 (purchased from Litton Airtron SYNOPTICSI) appear in Appendix

C. The slab has a width, w, o13.0 mm, a parallel-side-length of 32.3 mm and an

ll,itton Airtron SYNOPTICS, 1201 Continental Boulevard, Charlotte, NC 28273, USA
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the fiber-coupled diode-laser pumping scheme (top
view) showing tlne zígzag path of the laser mode. d1 is the TIR bounce angle, 51".

overall length of 34.7 mm. The TIR angle d1 of 51" giving 19 reflections is shown by

Figure 4.4. Tlne TIR angle allowed conductive water side-cooling of the slab. The

slab was pumped by fibre.coupled diode-lasers. The length of the pumped region,

lo, was determined by the number of optical fibres along the pump-faces of the slab

and the space for water seals at the end of the array of optical fibres (see Figure

4.4).

The height of the slab was chosen to be 3.4 mm, approximately 3 times greater

than the height of the pump region, as shown in Figure 4.5. The excess height

should be minimized so as not to complicate temperature control. A compromise

of an aspect ratio of 1.11 was chosen for the proof-of-principle experiments. This

aspect ratio is less than the value of 'greater tltan 2' described in Chapter 3 for

good power handling capability. If the height of the mode volume is increased then

a larger aspect ratio slab should be used.
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Single layer of 0.1
NA, 725 mW
pump fibres

Surface
water-cooling

Slab gain
medium

Figure 4.5: End view of the pumped slab. äo is the height of the pumped region in
the slab. A single layer of 0.1 NA, 725 mW pump fibres each side giving 52 V/ of
pump power.

4.2.2 Laser head

A cross-section of the laser head is shown schematically in Figure 4.6, and a photo-

graph of the end-view is included as Plate f 1. The Nd:YAG crystal is side-pumped

and side-cooled. Side.cooling is achieved by water, flowing along the sides of the

crystal (flow direction orthogonal to the page). The slab sides were coated with

Teflon AF 1600,(2) described later in section 4.2.3, to prevent the gasket water seals

from disrupting the TIR. Water was contained at the outer edge of the water chan-

nel by an AR-coated sapphire window with dimensions 25.0 mm x 8.0 mm x 0.5

mm thick. Two gasket seals maintain the water channel: a main seal placed be-

tween the aluminium body of the laser head and the laser crystal and a second seal

between the laser head body and the sapphire window. Ideally, in this configuration

the heat deposited by optical pumping and the heat removal will be co-planar; thus

minimizing the thermal and stress induced focussing.

'fpf'lON@AF is an amorphous fluoropolymer developed by Du Pont Polymers, P.O. Box
80713, Wilmington, DE 19880-0713, U.S.A.
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Plate # 1

End view of the laser head showing the TEC's and heatsink's below and above the
Nd:YAG slab. The optical fibres used to side-pump the slab are also shown.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of the laser head geometry used to hold and cool the
Nd:YAG crystal (drawn by B. Middlemiss).
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The slab is pumped on both sides using fi.bre-coupled diode-lasers. Each diode-

laser bar is coupled to twenty-four 25Opm-core (275¡.tm outer diameter), 0.1 NA

step-index fibers (Opto Power diode'lasers, model OPC-4015-808-FC). The low nu-

merical aperture of the optical fibres allows arrangement of the pump sources to

produce a high pump density without the need for complex focussing optics. Fibre-

coupling the diode-lasers also removes them and their temperature control systems

from the vicinity of the gain medium, thus reducing the complexity of the laser

head[5]. Each fibre supplies a maximum of 725 mW of pump power, giving a total

pump power of 104 W. Each diode-laser was individually wavelength tuned to the

absorption peak of Nd:YAG by changing the diode-laser temperature, using Thermo-

Electric Cooler's (TEC's) and feedback control systems. A schematic diagram of the

diode-laser cooling anangement and feedback systems is included in Appendix D.

The combination of the small fibre core diameter, Iow NA and refraction as the

pump light is transmitted through the sapphire window into the cooling water and

on into the Nd:YAG crystal results in a thin, almost collimated slice of pumped gain

region from each layer of fibres. Only pumping the central region of the slab means

the cavity modes can efficiently extract gain without obscuration by apertures in

the vertical plane. If the pump fibre-end is 0.5 mm from the sapphire window, the

pump radiation passes through a 0.5 mm sapphire window and then 2 mm of water,

it will then have a full width of 0.8 mm at the near face of the slab and 1.1 mm at

the far face. The pump-density can be adjusted by varying the packing density of

the optical fibres. A photograph of the arrays of pump fibres without the laser head

is included as PIate ff 2.

As the pumped region is about 1.1 mm high and the side'cooling is 1.5 to 2.0

mm high, a thermal gradient in the vertical direction could be expected. This is

due to cooling at the bottom and top of the water channel where there is no pump

radiation, therefore cooìing the crystal regions below and above the pumped region.

This is quite different from the uniformly face-pumped, uniformly face-cooled slab

model discussed in Chapter 3. To counteract the non-uniform face-pumping and

cooling, heat is added to the top and bottom surfaces using the TEC's as described

earlier.
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Plate # 2

Arrays of pump fibres (72per side) with the laser head removed.
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TEC's on the bottom and top of the slab, are located between two copper

heatsinks. The dimensions of the TEC's were 29.6 mm x 4.1 mm x 3.2 mm thick

(Marlow Industries SP1614, Q-.*. : 4 Vy', I-.*. : 0.9 A, V,.''*. : 6.5 V). The copper

heatsink in contact with the slab had a thermistor mounted in a hole drilled along

the long axis to enable a constant temperature to be maintained at the bottom and

top of the slab using a feedback control circuit similar to those used for controlling

the temperature of the diode-lasers (see App. D). The outermost copper heatsinks

were water cooled. Indium foil was placed between layers to ensure good thermal

contact.

This laser head configuration thus has horizontal pumping and cooling and ver-

tical temperature control. Manipulation of the temperature of the bottom and top

surfaces of the slab has been demonstrated previously using chill bars[21] to cool

or edge bars[22] to heat the bottom and top surfaces. However, the advantage of

TEC's is they have the ability to heat or cool the bottom and top surfaÇes. This

enables the focal length of the vertical thermal lens to be increased or decreased, as

will be demonstrated in Chapter 5.

The laser head was designed by the author and Mr. B. Middlemiss of the optics

group, who subsequently manufactured the prototype laser head that was used for

the experiments in this thesis.

4.2.3 Teflon coating

As mentioned earlier, the parallel TIR sides of the slab were coated with a fluo-

ropolymer, Teflon AF 1600, to prevent wavefront distortion by the gasket water

seals[16] . A 4% Teflon AF: 96% FC-75 solution was used to coat the slab sides (FC-

75 is a solvent for Teflon AF)t. The solution is applied to the slab sides; after a few

minutes the FC-75 evaporates leaving a thin film of Teflon. The Teflon coating has

a refractive index similar to that of water, and has low absorption at 0.808 pm and

at 1.064 pm. However, the Teflon coating has relatively poor thermal conductivit¡

which increases the slab average temperature. Care must therefore be taken when

sThe author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of T. Rutherford and W. T\rlloch at Stanford
Universit¡ CA, for help with the application of Teflon to laser slabs.
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applying the Teflon solution, as thin coatings allow more efficient heat extraction

from the crystal by the water-cooling. The coating thickness was estimated to be

15t5pm.

4.2.4 Water cooling systems

Cooling of the laser system is achieved with two separate systems, one to cool the

laser head and the other to cool the pump diode-lasers.

Laser head cooling system

The water cooled laser head requires clean, fl.owing, temperature stabilized water.

Since the long-term aim is to injection lock the laser to produce a reliable single-

frequency laser, it was decided to initially minimize the water vibrations associated

with water pumps by using a gravity fed water system.

For efficient heat removal from the slab, the water flow in the channels must be

turbulent (rather than laminar). To determine if the flow is turbulent, the Reynolds

number (l3¡/) may be evaluated[82]

.R.ty' : pard
(42)

where p is the fluid density (1 x 103 kg/m3 for water), a¡ is the fluid speed, d is

the diameter of a tube and { is viscosity (1.0 x 10-3 N.s/m2 for water at 20"C).

If B¡/ < 2,000 the flow is usually laminar, whereas for Al/ > 3,000 the flow is

usually turbulent[82]. Assuming the 1.5 mm x 2 mm water channel at the slab

edge is a circular tube with the same cross-section, then for a water flow rate of 300

ml/minute, the -Bl/ is approximately 3,250.

To verify Equation 4.2 gives a realistic estimate of the type of flow, the inlet

pressure as a function of water flow through the laser head was measured. The

results are shown in Figure 4.7. The data below and above 550 ml/minute were

fitted using independent linear fits of those data sets. This shows a distinct inflection

between 500 and 600 ml/minute indicating the flow is changing from laminar to

à

t
ç
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Figure 4.7: Water flow through the laser head, linear fits of the data above and

below 550 ml/min. are given.

turbulent, which agrees with the caiculation above, where flow rates greater than

600 ml/minute are turbulent.

A schematic of the gravity fed cooling system is shown in Figure 4.8. It was

constructed using chemically inert tanks and tubing, to avoid contamination of the

cooling water. The tank was located 12 m above the laser head producing sufficient

pressure (xI20 kPa) for the desired flow rate through the laser head (0.3 l/min on

each side). The water was returned from the bottom tank to the top tank using a

pump that was controlled by a 2-pole float switch in the bottom tank. The pump

operated for several minutes every hour.

The temperature stabilization system consisted of an immersion heater and a

TEC heat exchanger (items A and B in Figure 4.8). The immersion heater (A) con-

sisted of a temperature sensor, a heating element and a feedback circuit controlling

a solid-state switch to turn the heater on and off. It's purpose was to provide coarse
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A) lmmersion heater
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the temperature stabilized laser head water cooling system.
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Figure 4.9: Fine control heat exchanger (left) consisting of a water-cooled heatsink,

TEC, thermistor and heat exhanger element. A top view of the heat exhanger

element (right) shows several 2 mm x 2 mm water channels in parallel.

heating of the cooling water to within + 1"C of the desired temperature (chosen

to be 25"C). This stage was followed by a TEC heat exchanger (B) for fine control

of the water temperature. The water flowed through small water channels within

a copper block that was in contact with a TEC (Melcor, model # CP 2-127-06L),

as shown in Figure 4.9. The TEC was controlled by a feedback system (similar to

the circuit for the diode.Iaser cooling systems, see App. D). This provided fine

tuning of the water temperature and resulted in a temperature of 25 t 0.3"C. The

absolute temperature of the water is not particularly important, however the inlet

water temperature must be constant. If the water temperature changes then the

average temperature of the slab will change, thus changing the length of the slab

and the frequency of the laser.

Diode-laser cooling system

The diode.lasers were mounted on heatsinks, illustrated and described in Appendix

D. The water cooled heatsinks were cooled with water circulating through an in-

dustrial chiller system, water temperature of 15"C. A photograph of the diode-laser

cooling arrangement is shown in Plate # 3. The six 20 W diode-lasers were indi-

vidually temperature stabilized to better than t 0.1"C with full heat load (60-80 W

per diode-laser). The wavelength of the diode.lasers v/ere selected experimentally

43

Water-cooled heatsink
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by changing the set point temperature for maximum absorption of the pump light

by Nd:YAG.

4.3 Resonator configurations

The laser head design can be used in both standing- and travelling-wave resonator

configurations. If flat mirrors are placed close to the Brewster angled surfaces, as

shown in Figure 4.4 and in Plate ff 4,lhen the resonator is stable and multimode

operation results, assuming that there is a positive weak horizontal and vertical

thermal lens. Moving the mirrors away from the slab end increases the size of the

fundamental mode and eventually the higher-order modes will be extinguished in the

horizontal plane due to the crystal apertures. Single mode operation in the vertical

direction can be achieved by controlling the thermal lens in the vertical plane. This

is demonstrated in Chapter 5.

This iaser head could also be used in a travelling-v¡ave (or ring) configuration.

In the example shown in Figure 4.I0, a dielectric coated prism is used to reflect

the narrowly separated beams from the crystal end, to resonator mirrors. This con-

figuration maintains small angles of incidence on the resonator mirrors and allows

simple adjustment of the resonator length by increasing the separation of the mir-

rors. Depending on the choice of curvatures of the max-R mirror and GRM output

coupler, the resonator could be either stable or unstable in the vertical direction.

The mode-control lens is inciuded to provide control of the horizontal mode.

4.4 Summary

The gain medium described in this Chapter is a side-pumped, side-cooled zigzag

Nd:YAG slab in which the laser mode enters and exits at Brewster's angle through

the same end of the crystal resulting in an efficient and compact laser[23]. The

horizontal aperture of this slab is signiflcantly smaller than the horizontal aperture

of a single-passztgzag slab (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2) of the same width. Therefore,

it is easier to achieve single transverse fundamental mode operation in this plane

with short resonators. The slab design also lends itself to operation in a standing-



Plate # 3

Fibre-coupled diode-lasers mounted on individual temperature controlled heatsinks.



Plate # 4

Laser head setup with a short multimode resonator.
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Figure 4.10: Example of a travelling-wave (or ring) resonator configuration
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or travelling-v¡ave con-figuration. Plate ff 5 shows a photograph of the overall laser

setup with the diode-lasers, optical fibres, laser head and an interferometer for laser

slab diagnostics (see next Chapter).

The next Chapter investigates experimentally the characteristics of the laser

head, including the singl+pass gain and loss of the slab, and the effect of the active

control of the temperatures of the bottom and top of the slab. The optimum output

coupler is determined and the efficiency of the multimode and single transverse

fundamental mode operation is investigated.



Plate # 5

Overall laser setup showing the diode-lasers, laser head and a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer for charucterization of the gain medium.



Chapter 5

Characterization of Laser Head

The experiments in this Chapter investigate

o the single-pass gain and loss of the slab,

o the active control of the temperatures of the bottom and top of the slab using

TEC's,

o the effect of heating and cooling the bottom and top of the slab on the focal

lengths of the horizontal and vertical thermal lenses, and

o the optimum output coupling and efficiency of multimode and single transverse

fundamental mode stable resonators.

The results of these experiments show that the behavior of the laser head suits

the stableunstable resonator concept. In particular, the vertical thermal lens can

be set as required, and the horizontal and vertical thermal lens is de-coupled which

allows the mode height (in the vertical direction) to be scaled without changing the

properties of the horizontal, stable resonator. This allows scalability of the laser

head.

5.1 Slab loss

Loss within the slab gain medium occurs due !o two mechanisms: scatter from bulk

crystal imperfections, thermal aberrations and material impurities; and scatter due

to micro-roughness of the TIR sides.

47
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Cited TIR loss/bounce 0.r - 0.2% 1

Number of TIR bounces 19

Total predicted TIR loss 2.85% fassuming 0.15% loss/bounce
Cited buik scatter loss 0.0015 cm-r
Pathlength in crystal 9.05 cm

Total predicted pathlength loss r.8t%
Total predicted scatter loss 4.66%

Table 5.1: Crystal ioss prediction.

To assess the quality of the TIR slab used in these experiments, the single-pass

Ioss was measured. For the measurement, the two parallel sides of the 19 TIR

bounce Nd:YAG slab were coated with a 3-4% Teflon solution and the crystal was

unclamped. A low power z.-polarized beam from an Non-Planar Ring Oscillator

(NPRO) Nd:YAG laser was used as the probe beam. The beam diameter at the

entrance/exit faces was approximately 400 ¡-trn, one third of the effective aperture

created by the Brewster angled faces, thus avoiding clipping loss. The transmitted

laser power (after transversing the crystal) rù/as compared to the incident power.

Detection using thermal power meters was too inaccurate, as air currents in the

room produced large variations in the measurement of power. Instead a photodiode

(model OSD15-5T, active area of 15 mm2) and amplifier circuit was used. The probe

Iaser beam was chopped (200 Hz) to provide a, zero reference and the output of the

photodiode circuit measured by a digital CRO. The loss was estimated to be 3% I
t%.

The large magnitude of the error was due to poor stability of the source (beam

wander and power drift). The measured loss is compared to a predicted loss using

values cited in the literature, in Table 5.1. This indicates the crystal quality is

probably quite high, since the measured value is less than the total predicted scatter

loss.

5.2 Gain

The singlepass small-signal gain factor was measured while pumping only one side

of the slab (total pump power 52.2W) to avoid strong thermal lensing of the probe

beam. The single-pass small-signal gain factor can be related to the small-signal
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gain coefficient (g,) by the following equation

G : exp[g,lr] (5 1)

where l, is the geometric pathlength in the crystal.

Figure 5.1 shows the dependence of the measured gain on the height of the

pumped region. It also shows the gain predicted using Equations 5.1 and E.2 (see

App. E for small-signal gain formula), and Table 5.2. The height of the gain region

increased as the fibre array was moved away from the slab. This allows the pump

light to diverge more before it enters the slab, thus increasing the height of the

gain region, and decreasing the inversion density. The height of the gain region was

estimated by considering the solid angle of the pump light, given by the numeri-

cal aperture (NA) of the pump fibres. The refraction of the pump light travelling

through air, sapphire, water and Nd:YAG, allows the height of the pumped region

in the slab to be estimated. There is good correlation between the shape of the mea-

sured and calculated curves. The systematic offset most iikely arises from the fact

that Equation 5.1 does not include the z-dependence of the Gaussian pump profile

distribution. The predicted value assumed the pump light was evenly distributed

over the pump height, the z-axis variable in Figure 5.1. This approach gives an

on-axis gain lower than would be expected given the pump profile inhomogeneity in

the vertical plane. Thus the predicted gain should be lower than the measured gain,

as illustrated by Figure 5.1.

There r,¡¡ere several tasks during this thesis including the above, where a low

power I pm alignment or probe laser was required. A purpose-built, compact, air-

cooled laser was constructed for these applications. A brief description of this laser

is given in Appendix F.
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Parameter VaIue

Pumped width, trlo 3.0 mm
Pumped height, hot 1.0 mm
Pumped length, l, 20.0 mm

Total pathlength in crystal 0.0905 m
Water channel width 2.0 mm
Pump fibre diameter 275 p,rn

Pump fibre N.A 0.1

Pump power/fibre 725 W
Number of pump fibres r44

Total pump porù/er 104.3 W
Absorption coefficient @808 nm f 4.1 cm-r

Estimated total absorbed pump power, Po 73.8 W
Absorption wavelength, À"b" 0.808 pm

Emission wavelength, À" 7.064 p,m

Total slab height 3.4 mm
Slab dimensions see App. C

Stimulated emission cross-sectiorL, o21 (Fstz -nInn) 2.8 E-23 m¿

Spontaneous fluorescence lifetime, r¡ 230 ps

hut 1.8694 E-19 J

Quantum efficiency, 4n 0.95

Stokes f.actor, r.¡, 0.76

Tøt: flqTs 0.722

Multimode beam overlap efficiency, 4s O 0.85 83

Small-signal gain, go 23.65 m-r
Pathlength in gain region, lo 0.05L47 rn

Gain-length product, g,lo t.2t69
Slab pump volume, I/ 6.6E-8 mi

Mode cross-sectional area, A,n L.288-6 m2

Saturation intensit¡ 1" 2.903E+7 W m

Table 5.2: Quantities used for gain modelling (t minimum pump height, f measured,
O average of 0.8 - 0.9).
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Figure 5.1: Single.pass, small-signal gain factor dependence on the height of the
pumped region at the far side of the slab (one frbre array only, pump power 52 W).
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Figure 5.2: Temperature dependence of the bottom and top surfaces of the slab with
TEC current.

5.3 Control of slab boundary temperatures using

TEC's

The temperatures of the bottom and top surfaces of the slab as a function of TEC

current were measured using thermistors mounted in copper heatsinks directly below

and above the slab. The results are shown in Figure 5.2. The data points for the

negative TEC currents in Figure 5.2 correspond to symmetric thermal lensing and

were measured concurrently with the interferograms in Figure 5.4 (see later). As will

be shown in section 5.4, this change in temperature of the bottom and top surfaces

of 50"C between maximum TEC cooling and maximum heating allows a large range

of thermal lens focal lengths to be attained.
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6.4 Thermal lensing

Two different methods were used to measure the focal length of the thermal lens

in the pumped Nd:YAG laser head. A probe-beam method was initially attempted

before proceeding with an interferometric analysis using a Mach-Zehnder interfer-

ometer.

6.4.L Probe beam method

A conceptually simple method of determining the focal length of the thermal lens

is to measure the focussing of a collimated HeNe laser by the gain medium. This

method was used by Murray[8a] who measured the thermal lens in pulsed Nd:YLF

and Nd:YAG rods. An image relay system was used to image the endface of the

laser rod onto the principal plane of a lens of focal length, fz. The longitudinal shift,

L,z, of the subsequent waist from its initial position, z) carr be related to the focal

length of the thermal lens by[84]

provided that

t
I _ -.
Jtherrn - 

--
l\z

\r,
TrQZ êt-,r .',,

(5 2)

(5 3)<1

where a2 a\d R- are the radius and wavefront curvature of the probe beam at lens

fr.

This method was attempted with the TIP. zígzag slab laser head described in

Chapter 4. It was expected that the dioptric power would depend linearly on the

pump power, but this was not observed. Examination of the assumptions adopted

when using this method revealed that Equation 5.2 becomes inaccurate for short

thermal lens focal lengths. The method relies on a series expansion and truncat-

ing the series after the first two terms. Short thermal lens focal lengths require
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more terms to be included to achieve sufficient accuracy. Hence, the equation and

method outlined above is accurate for weak thermal lensing (long thermal lens fo-

cal lengths) only. This method was therefore abandoned and the interferometric

method described below used.

5.4.2 Mach-Zehnder interferometer

Mach-Zehnder interferometers are dual arm instruments in which a single laser beam

is divided at a beamsplitter, producing two beams that are recombined at a final

(second) beamsplitter. Any phase change encountered by one beam'and not the

other will manifest itself as a distortion of the interference between the recombined

beams.

In this work the interferometer was operated with one beam propagating through

free space (the reference beam) and the other passing through the laser crystal. The

layout of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Figure 5.3. A z--polarized

HeNe beam was shaped using cylindrical optics to fill the effective aperture of the

Nd:YAG slab. The beam was split at the first beamsplitter wedge, one beam passed

through air to the second beamsplitter wedge while the other beam passed through

the max-R (at 1.064 ¡;m) mirror, Nd:YAG sIab,75To reflectance output coupler (at

1.064 p,rn) mirror and 45 degree beamsteering mirror (at 1.064 ¡rm), to the second

beamsplitter. The interferometer arms were pathlength matched. The recombined

beams propagated to the charge-coupled device (CCD) via a HeNe laser line filter

and an imaging lens. The Brewster face of the slab closest to the CCD was imaged

onto the CCD. Thus the phase change due to propagation through the pumped slab

could be measured.

The resonator was lasing during the measurement since more of the energy in

the upper state would otherwise be dissipated in the gain medium. This is due

to an increased number of non-radiative transitions and changes in the absorbed

spontaneous emission by the laser head. This produces increased heating of the

slab, which changes the boundary conditions and may result in an extra 10 - 20 W

(in this instance) of power being absorbed by the laser head compared with normal

operation.
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Figure 5.3: Mach-Zehnder interferometer configruation used to measure the thermal
lens focal length.
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In the absence of pumping, the interferometer produced a zero fringe over the

entire slab aperture. Interferograms were recorded as the amount of heat deposited

or removed by the TEC's at the bottom and top of the slab was varied (100 W pump

power). The flow rate and temperature of the side-cooling water were constant. The

measured interferograms are shown on the left-side of Figure 5.4(A)-(D).

Heat removal (A) (positive TEC current) increases the vertical thermal gradi-

ent and decreases the focal length of the vertical thermal lens, thus increasing the

number of fringes between the centre of the slab and the bottom or top surface.

Interferogram (B) shows the case of no active heat transfer by the TEC's (zero TEC

current). The more interesting case from the viewpoint of the laser design is where

the focal length of the thermal lens is increased (reduced dioptric power). This

corresponds to negative TEC currents, which heats the bottom and top surfaces

and thus reduces the vertical temperature gradient in the slab. Interferogram (C)

shows a region of zero gradient above and below the central region of the slab. As

the heating is increased the zero-gradient regions migrate towards the centre of the

slab, as shown in (D). A further increase in heating would result in the formation

of a negative lens in the central zone. These interferograms show that the vertical

thermal lens in the region of the laser mode can be adjusted by controlling the heat

transfer through the bottom and top surfaces of the slab.

While the interferograms in Figure 5.4(A)-(D), illustrate qualitatively the ther-

mal performance of the laser head, quantitative analysis is difficult due to the limited

number of fringes. To measure the thermal lens accurately, the wavefront in the ref-

erence arm was tilted in the vertical direction to increase the number of fringes.

A reference interferogram was recorded for the unpumped slab. The wavefront

distortion due to pumping of the slab was determined by subtracting the fringe

positions in the reference interferograms from those in the interferograms of the

pumped slab. The resulting profiles are shown on the right-hand sides of Figure

5.4(A)-(D) and illustrate the migration of the region of zero gradient. Cooling of

the bottom and top surfaces increases the optical-pathlength gradient (A). Heating

of these surfaces can reverse the gradient and reduce the wavefront distortion in the

pumped region of the slab to less than + 0.1 of a wave (D).
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Figure 5.5: Parabolic fit of the data measured in the pumped region for a TEC
current of 0 A (case B in Figure 5.4).

The focal length of the thermal lens in the pumped region of the slab can be

estimated by fitting a parabolic curve to the data[85], giving cylindrical thermal

lens focal lengths of 47 mm (A), 66 mm (B) and 450 mm (D). Figure 5.5 shows the

measured data from the pumped region of Figure 5.4(B) and the parabolic fit.

The interferometer was then re-aligned to zero fringe in the vertical (ø-) direction

before introducing a tilt in the horizontal (g-) direction of the reference arm. The

laser head was again operated at full pump po'ù/er and the wavefront distortion in the

horizontal direction was measured over the range of the bottom/top TEC currents.

The wavefront distortion for three different TEC currents is shown in Figure 5.6.

The wavefront distortion was less than + 0.2 of a wave, and was unchanged by TEC

operating conditions. Thus, the optical design of the resonator in the horizontai (g-)

plane will be independent of the vertical ("-) plane. This de-coupling of thermal

Iensing is critical for a scalable design. The focal length of the horizontal thermal

a næasured wavefront

- 
f¡tted parabola

a

a

a a
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Figure 5.6: Wavefront distortion of a HeNe probe beam across the horizontal crystal
aperture, while lasing, for different bottom/top TEC currents.

lens was in the regime of meter(s), the parabolic curvature of the tilted horizontal

wavefront was too large to fit with an applopriate degree of certainty.

5.5 Optimum output coupling

Two flat mirrors were placed 2 cm from the end of the crystal, at normal incidence

to the mode in a configuration similar to that shown in Figure 4.4. The measured

multimode pov¡er for different output coupler reflectances is shown by Figure 5.7.

The optimum refl.ectivity of the output coupler is between 70To and 80%. A max-

imum multimode power of 32 W from 100 W of pump power was achieved. This

'was meariured with the bottom and top TEC's both operating at maximum cooling,

thereby allowing many higher-order modes to oscillate and extract power from the

gain medium. The multimode optical-to-optical efficiency was 32To.

0.0Øo
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=
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Figure 5.8 shows the predicted output power for a standing-wave resonator as a

function of output coupier reflectance, calculated using Equation E.4 (see App. E)

and the parameters in Table 5.2. For a 3% loss factor, Figure 5.8 shows a predicted

optimum reflectance between 70-80%, and a predicted output po\¡/er of 32.I W, in

good agreement with experiments. An output coupler refl.ectance of 75% was used

for the remaining measurements.

5

0
70 80 '100

Reflectiv¡ty I7.l

Figure 5.7: Measured output coupler reflectivity for the short multimode stable
resonator with flat mirrors.

5.6 Multimode slope efficiency

To assess the efficiency of the laser head the multimode slope efficiency was mea-

sured. The output power (multimode) of the laser as a function of input pump

power is shown in Figure 5.9. This'ù/as measured with the TEC's turned off. The

fitted slope efficiency of the multimode laser was 37.2Yo.
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Figure 5.8: Calculated output power of the standing-wave resonator as a function
of the output coupler reflectance, A, for different single-pass loss factors, Y. Total
pump power, 104.3 W.
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Figure 5.9: Multimode slope efficiency of the stable resonator, no TEC current.
Fitted slope efficiency is 37.2%.

5.7 Single transverse fundamental mode perfor-

mance

For single transverse fundamental mode operation, the mirrors were moved to be-

tween 10.5 cm - 10.8 cm from the crystal end. Increasing the cavity length increases

the diameter of the horizontal transverse fundamental mode. When the diameter

Ol"') of the fundamental mode is approximately 60% of the aperture diameter,

the fundamental mode will have good transmission while the higher-order modes

will experience large losses[86]. This provides mode discrimination in the horizontal

plane.

In the vertical direction mode discrimination was achieved with a combination

of gain aperturing (only the central region of the crystal v/as pumped), increased

armlength and vertical thermal lens control by using the TEC's to change the tem-
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perature of the bottom and top of the slab.

This configuration produced a laser power of 20 W with Mf : 1.19 and Ml :

1.38 with no thermal lens compensationl. Heating the bottom and top of the crystal

using the TEC's with a current of -0.16 A improved the beam quality to Mf : 1.16

and Ml : 1.15 and yielded 18.5 W of laser power. The pump power in both cases

was 100 W.

The multimode efficiency of 32% and near TEMoo efficiency of 18.5% to 20%

compare favorably with the results of Richards and Mclnnes [23] who achieved effi-

ciencies of 35% and 25To respectively, as discussed in Chapter 4.1. Some decrease in

efficiency could be expected since laser crystal was approximately 30% longer, giving

increased loss. Also, the pump power used in these experiments v/as more than five-

fold larger, increasing the thermal loading, aberrations and distortions within the

gain medium. F\rrthermore, the near TEMoo efficiency demonstrated here is com-

parable to the transverse fundamental mode efficiency achieved by other author's

using side-pumped, side-cooled zigzag slab lasers[16].

5.8 Summary

This Chapter demonstrates that the laser head design, based on a diod+laser side-

pumped, side-cooled Nd:YAG zigzagslab is viable. Fibrecoupling of the diode-lasers

facilitates pumping of only the central region of the crystal, allowing high gain

densities and efficient energy extraction without the influence of apertures in the

vertical direction. The thermal lens in the vertical plane, normal to the zígzag, can

be adjusted without changing the lensing in the zigzag plane. Furthermore, the de-

coupling of the horizontal and vertical thermal lens allows scaling of the mode volume

vertically. In principle the height of the vertical mode could be increased using

additional layers of pump fibres, while maintaining the same inversion density, and

the horizontal lens would not be expected to change. This is a design requirement

for scalability.

The compact solid-state laser, efficiently produced a near diffraction limited

1M2 measured using an M2-101 Laser Beam Propagation Analyzer, and LBA-1004 Laser Beam

Analyzer from Spiricon, Inc., Logan, UT, U.S.A.
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Multimode TEMoo - case 1 TEMoo - case 2

Maximum power 32 V/ 20w 18.5 W
Optical Efficiency 32% 20% 18.5%

Beam quality, Ml N/A 1.19 1.16

Beam quality, Ml N/A 1.38 1.15

Table 5.3: Summary of multimode and transverse fundamental mode performance.
Cases 1 and 2 were different operating conditions (case 1 was no TEC operation,
and case 2 was with bottomftop TEC currents of -0.16 A).

TEMoo output of 20 W, when pumped with 100 W. The laser output performance

is summarized by Table 5.3. These results are comparable with the performance

cited by Richards and Mclnnes. The results in this Chapter form the basis of a

publicationf2], a copy of which is included in Appendix G of this thesis.

Shortly after the work in this Chapter was completed the multimode laser porü/er

dropped approximately 30% at full pump power. A small fracture in the slab was

subsequently observed. This fracture increased the intra-cavity loss, therefore de-

creasing the efficiency of the laser. Thus the experiments in Chapter 7 were not

conducted using the full pump power of 100 W. Their purpose was to demonstrate

operation of the stable-unstable resonator and not to assess the efficiency.

The next phase of this work involved investigating a stable-unstable resonator.

Chapter 6 contains a model based investigation of a travelling-'wave stable-unstable

resonator. The optimum magnifrcation of the unstable resonator and an estimation

of the surface stress of the gain medium are considered. The mode properties of

the unstable resonator are evaluated using a Fox-Li type analysis. To demonstrate

the stable-unstable resonator concept is viable, proof-of-principle experiments in

Chapter 7 show the operation of a standing-wave stable-unstable resonator.



Chapter 6

Travelling-Wave Stable- Unst able

Resonator

The characterization experiments in Chapter 4 showed that the laser head design is

viable. In this Chapter it will be shown that, in principle, such a laser head can be

used to produce a travelling-v/ave stable-unstable resonator, suitable for injection

Iocking.

The beginning of this Chapter describes the optimum magnification and stress

calculations for the laser head assuming an increased pump polver of 520 \M and an

increased mode volume, compared to the setup in Chapters 4 and 5. The remainder

of the Chapter analyses the design of the travelling-wave stable-unstable resonator.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the resonator design is to be stabie in one plane and

unstable in the orthogonal plane. This allows the horizontal and vertical modes

to be treated separately. The unstable resonator incorporates a slab gain medium

with a non-uniform gain distribution and mirrors with finite apertures and therefore

requires analysis using a Fox-Li model. Section 6.2 gives a brief explanation of

Fox-Li modelling, which is used in section 6.3 to analyze the travelling-wave strip

unstable resonator. The parameter values used in the modelling in this Chapter are

listed in Table 6.1.

65
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power, pump fibres

Surface
water-cooling
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Figure 6.1: End view of the pumped slab, ho is the height of the pumped region.
Several layers of small diameter, low power, low NA pump fibres (left) or one layer
of larger diameter, higher power, higher NA pump fibres - both solutions can be
used to achieve a similar pump density, as indicated by the pump light envelopes.

6.1 Optimum magnification & stress calculation

The aim of this section is to demonstrate that the gain density and gain volume

can be increased sufficiently to allow the use of a travelling-wave strip unstable

resonator without fracturing the gain medium. Increasing the mode volume in the

vertical direction can be achieved in practice by either stacking multiple layers of

small diameter, low NA, low power pump fibres (see Figure 6.1 (left)) or by using a

single layer of higher pov¡er, higher NA fibres (see Figure 6.1 (right)).

6.1.1 Optimum magnification

The output power for a travelling-wave resonator, Pout, trave¡in*-wave cân be calculated

as a function of the average reflectance of the output coupler, .R, for a given loss,

Y, using Equation E.5. The results are plotted for a range of possible losses in

Figure 6.2. From Figure 6.2, the optimum average reflectance of the output coupler,

R"pt, which will achieve maximum energy extraction efficiency, is between 70To and

[-
hp

\ L---. t---
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Parameter Value

Pumped width, tr', 3.0 mm
Pumped height, ho 2.2 mm
Pumped length, lo 20.0 mm

Total pathlength in crystal 0.0905 m
Water channel width 1.5 mm
Pump fibre diameter 600 ¡;m

Pump frbre N.A. 0.22

Pump power/fibre 20w
Number of pump fibres 26

Total pump power 520 \M
Absorption coefficient @808 nmt 4.1 cm-r

Estimated total absorbed pump power, P, 368 W
Absorption wavelength, À"b" 0.808 pm

Emission wavelength, )" 1.064 p,m

Total slab height 4.3 mm
Slab dimensions see App. C

Stimulated emission cross-sectiort, c21

(nFtn -aI."tz)
2.8 E-23 m2

Spontaneous fluorescence lifetime, r¡ 230 ¡.r,s

hut 1.8694 E-19 J

Quantum efficiency, 4o 0.95

Stokes factor, 4, 0.76

Ttot: TqT" 0.722
Multimode beam overlap efficiency, qs Ç 0.85 [83]

Small-signal gain, go 58.94 m-I
Pathlength in gain region, lo 0.05147 m

Gain-length product, golo 3.034

Slab pump volume, V 1.32E-7 mJ

Mode cross-sectional area, A* 2.81E-6 m'
Saturation intensity, .I" 2.903E+7 W lr¡z

Table 6.1: Quantities used for travelling-wave stable-unstable resonator gain mod-
elling (t measured, O average of 0.8 - 0.9). Note the slab dimensions are the same

as in Appendix C, but the crystal height is changed to 4.3 mm.
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Figure 6.2: Calculated output power of the travelling-wave resonator as a function
of output coupler reflectance, A, for different single-pass loss factors, Y. Total pump
por,¡/er, 520 \ /.

80%, depending on the loss (Y). Note that a standing-rvave unstable resonator with

the parameters given in Table 6.1 yields a similar predicted output power for an -R

between 50% and 60%. The advantage of the travelling-wave resonator is the less

complex injection locking.

The optimum average reflectance of the output coupler for the travelling-wave

resonator restricts the allowed magnification, M, of the unstable resonator if the

'maximally flat' near-field profile is to be achieved. For example, if a n : 2 super-

Gaussian profile is used then E : 7l lMl' (see Eqn. 2.I4). Hence, for a magnification

of -1.3 (the minus sign indicates a negative-branch unstable resonator) , R : 59To,

which would reduce the output power by less than 5%. Thus, the chosen magnifi-

cation is acceptable. From this discussion, it is evident that lMl greater than 1.3

would significantly decrease the efficiency of the laser.

This result will be used later in this Chapter as the starting point for the Fox-Li
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resonator design

6.t.2 Thermally induced stress

To estimate the thermally induced stress, the thermal power deposited by quantum

defect heating is assumed to be evenly distributed within the pumped volume of the

slab, given by -oxhoxlo. For R, : 1047 W/- (see Table 3.1 in Chapter 3), and the

dimensions of the pumped region given in Table 6.1, Equation 3.4 gives (ø"/ø-u*.)

: 0.48. That is, the surface stress here is 48% of. the stress fracture limit. This

also indicates that an unstable resonator with lMl greater than 1.3, which would

require a greater pump density, is not feasible as the surface stress would approach

the fracture stress of the slab.

However, several of the assumption involved with Equation 3.4 are not realized,

the heat is not evenly distributed within the pumped volume of the slab, the slab is

not infinitely high and the slab is not uniformly side-cooled. Heat generation within

the crystal has a Gaussian distribution, and the heat removal is along a water channel

height of 2.2 mm (compared to the slab height of 4.3 mm). Furthermore, the above

prediction does not include the temperature dependence of the thermomechanical

properties of the slab[S7][88]. A co-worker, Dr. Martin Ostermeyer used a finite

element analysis (FEA) model which includes non-uniform heat generation, non-

uniform heat extraction and the temperature dependent properties of Nd:YAG to

assess the result above, and found that the FEA model predicted (o"lo^u*.): 0.50.

This indicates that Equation 3.4 in this instance provides a good estimate of the

surface stress of the slab. FEA analysis is an important for evaluating the effect

of different pump geometries, due to the assumptions of Equation 3.4. Similar

calculations for the laser head described in Chapters 4 and 5 showed that Equation

3.4 poorly estimated the surface stress, see the publication in App. G[2].

6.2 Fox-Li model

The Fox-Li technique involves propagating an initially random wave through an

optical system that represents the resonator. The wave is continually propagated
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Figure 6.3: Physical setup used for wavefront propagation.

around the resonator until the amplitude at a specific location does not change

appreciably after successive round-trips, thus yielding the amplitude distribution of

the resonator eigenmode. Once convergence is obtained, an additional calculation

can be used to determine the near-field amplitude distribution at the output plane.

The output distribution can then be propagated to the far-field to investigate the

beam quality.

The wave propagation within the resonator is modelled using commercially avail-

able computer software that applies Huygens' integral in the paraxial approximationl.

The software propagates a wave through a system comprised of a hard-edged aper-

ture, an arbitrary mask, and paraxial optical system described by an ABCD matrix,

as shown in Figure 6.3.

The arbitrary mask allows specific reflectivity profiles, soft-edged apertures and

gain apodization effects to be incorporated in the Fox-Li model. This is described

fruther iater in this section.

Propagation of a one-dimensional wave (amplitude) t,t(rt), truncated by a hard-

edged aperture with full-width 2a, from plane z1 to 22, is given by Huygens' integral

through the general ABCD system[89][90][91]

lFlesnel, submodule of PARAXIA Resonator and Optics Programs version 2.02, distributed by
SCIOPT Enterprises, San Jose, CA 95160, U.S.A.
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(6.1)

J

BÀo
jl"L"

e2)x:,tt'z
I*"" 

*r(21) exp [-r# @,? - 2n1r2 + n*])f a",

where k is the wavenumber, Ào is the optical wavelength in free space, ,L, is the

on-axis optical path length, A, B and D are the ABCD matrix elements. ø1 and

Ø2 rêpr€s€nt the transverse positions at the input (21) and output (22) planes re-

spectively. If there is more than one aperture within the resonator then Huygens'

integral cannot be applied for the full resonator in one evaluation. Instead, at each

aperture it is necessary to evaluate Huygens' integral from that aperture to the next

aperture, and so on.

Fast Fourier Thansform (FFT) techniques are used to evaluate the Huygens'

integral and thus care needs to be taken with choosing the appropriate FFT sampling

rates. The Fresnel Number (Nr : a2 f ),"8) of the optical system between planes z1

and z2 determines the number of points used to describe the transverse dimension

of the lvave. The criterion used to avoid aliasing and ensure accurate evaluation

of Huygens' integral was the number of points for the FFT should be greater than

8N/M[e2].

The remainder of this section discusses mathematical descriptions of optical el-

ements that are included in the Fox-Li resonator model

6.2.L Gainmask

Only the central region of the crystal (in the vertical direction) is pumped by the

optical fibres, as shown in Figure 6.1. This pump geometry is considerably different

from uniform side-pumping. Consequently the Fox-Li model should include this

gain inhomogeneity. In this work the gain inhomogeneity is included as a gainmask,

which allows the effects of gain apodization to be approximated. It does not allow

for the effects of the gain saturation and spatial hole burning produced by the zigzag

path to be included.

The single-pass small-signal gain factor is given by
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G : exp lg"ln]: explonolnl

where l, is the pathiength in the gain region. The small-signal gain coefficient, go, is

given by the product of the stimulated emission cross-section (ø) and the inversion

density between the upper and lower laser level (no)[83].

The pump field from the single layer of large diameter, high porver pump fibres

was investigated by measuring the pump intensity profile. After a propagation

distance of 1 mm it can be well approximated by a Gaussian profile. That is, nr(r)

is given by

(6.2)

(6 3)

(6.4)

where u* is the radius of the pump intensity profile within the slab. Note that h.o

in Table 6.1 is equal to 2tuo,

The gain factor can be written using Equation 6.2 as

G(r) : "*olrr,o*, { 
-, e)'\l

This distribution is used as the gainmask in the Fox-Li model. The magnitude of

the coeffi.cient olnA is not important for this analysis since gain saturation is not

included in the model and the waves are normalized at each aperture in the system.

The minimum Gaussian pump profile radius assumed in this analysis is 1.0 mm

(see Table 6.1). The pump profile radius could be increased by moving the pump

fibres away from the slab side faces (g-direction). Hence the gainmask models were

chosen to have radii, ?Dw, of 1.0, 1.1, 1.2I, I.44 and 1.66 mm. The calculations using

gainmasks will be compared to a calculation with no gainmask to asses the influence

of the gainmask on the unstable resonator mode.
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6.2.2 Thermal lensing of gain medium

In Chapter 4, the pumped Nd:YAG slab was shown to have a near parabolic refrac-

tive index profile in the vertical direction. Thus, the gain medium can be modelled

as a lens duct, in which the index of refraction is given by [93]

n.(r): r,, (t -ir'*) (6 5)

where rzo is the index of refraction of the duct at the optical axis and I is a duct

parameter which is related to the rate of transverse variation in index of refraction.

The general form of an ABCD matrix that describes a duct with geometric

length, I, is[93]

coslL

-n,lsinlL

z -r -1
\no'Y ) srn 7¿

coslL
(6.6)

The effective focal length of the lens duct can be found by comparing the matrix

above and the ABCD matrix of a thick lens. Thus the 'C' element of the matrix

above is equated to -If f¿¡",-, which gives

1
J:
Jtherm - 

----=--.-- 
^no''l SrIf(y tJ )

(6.7)

For the Fox-Li modelling in Section 6.3,7 is calculated for each value of the chosen

focal length of the thermal Ietts, f¡¡.,^. This gives the ABCD matrix elements for

the lens duct.

6.2.3 Output coupler model

The GRM output coupler can be modelled using several methods. A GRM with a

Gaussian profile can be described using the ABCD formalism[39]
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10
-je 1

(6 8)

where e : Àlrw\o and. wno is defined by the amplitude reflectivity r(r) : "pl#]
This matrix formalism is directly applicable to the Huygens' integral described ear-

lier, where the ABCD matrix of the GRM is multiplied with the ABCD matrix of

the remaining system.

A more flexible approach, however, is to use a mask multiplication operation,

which allows arbitrary mask functions to be used (e.g.: parabolic, order r¿ super-

Gaussian, etc.) rather than only the Gaussian profile above. In this approach the

incident wave is multiplied by a mask function, changing the amplitude profile,

before applying Huygens' integral to calculate the resultant wave amplitude at 22.

Both approaches give the same result.

6.3 Tbavelling-wave stable-unstable resonator

The travelling-wave resonator analyzed in this section was discussed briefly in Chap-

ter 4, and is shown by Figure 6.4. The apex angle (closest to the slab end) of the

reflecting prism is 80" and a max-R coating at 57" angle of incidence (zr-pol.) has

been applied to the adjacent surfaces, as indicated by the shaded lines in Figure

6.4. Using the prism to separate the beams produces small angles of incidence at

the GRM and the max-R mirror. This will allow the injected beam from the master

laser and the output beam to pass through the centre of the piezo-electric transducer

(PZT) tube on which the GRM will be mounted for active stabilization of the in-

jection lock. Furthermore, small angles of incidence simplifies coating of the GRM,

and the resonator armlengths can be increased simply by moving both mirrors av/ay

from the prism.

The travelling-wave mode of interest here travels clockwise around the ring; it

reflects from the GRM to the max-R mirror via lens f2, then from one side of the

coated prism, through the TIR slab, to the other coated surface of the prism and
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GRM, f6
cu rvature: cylindrical

flat *'
Output

L 5 1
L

Reflecting prism

Mode-control
lens, f2

Nd:YAG TIR slab
curvature:
cylindrical <+
flat e

75

L 2

max-R mirror, ft
curvature: cylinärical

flat *

Figure 6.4: T[aveiling-wave stable-unstable resonator configuration. The GRM and
max-R mirrors are cylindrical perpendicular to the page, as indicated by "O", and
flat in the plane of the page. The mode-control lens is cylindrical also but orthogonal
to the GRM and max-R mirrors. The reflecting surfaces of the prism are indicated
by the shaded line.
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on to the GRM, thus closing the ring. The vertical magnification of the mode is

determined by the strength of the thermal lens, and the curvatures of the cylindrical

GRM and max-R mirrors. Horizontal mode control is provided by the residual

thermal lens and the mode-control lens, f2.

This section describes the resonator design in both the horizontal (stable) and

vertical (unstable) planes. The choice of mirror curvatures and GRM properties,

such as the reflectivity profile, radius and peak reflectance are discussed.

6.3.1 Horizontal plane - stable

As discussed in Section 5.7, if the mode in the horizontal plane adequately fills the

entrance and exit apertures of the Nd:YAG slab then the mode will couple efficiently

to the gain. Furthermore, if the lowest-order mode diameter is approximately 60To

of the diameter of one of these apertures then there will be sufficient discrimina-

tion against higher-order modes while not limiting the power in the lowest-order

mode[86]. Thus, a horizontal mode radius of 0.38 mm is required at the slab aper-

tures.

An ABCD model of the resonator in the horizontal plane was used to design the

stable resonator. The combination of a weak residual horizontal thermal lens and

f2 produce a stable horizontal mode. Figure 6.5 shows the calculated dependence of

the horizontal mode radius at the slab aperture on the focal length of the horizontal

thermal lens, for given mode-control lens focal lengths, f2. Choosing the appropriate

focal length of f2 allows the mode radius at the crystal aperture to be adjusted for

optimum operation. The appropriate Gaussian mode radius (indicated by the dash-

dot line in Figure 6.5) can be achieved for horizontal thermal lens focal lengths in

the regime of meter's, which coincides with the value estimated in Chapter 5.4.2.

6.3.2 Vertical plane - unstable

As discussed above, a Fox-Li model is used to predict the vertical mode profile and

determine the most appropriate GRM reflectivity. The flow chart in Figure 6.6

shows how the resonator design was determined. Initially:
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Figure 6.5: Plot of dependence of the stable mode radius at the entrance and exit
faces of the slab as a function of the focal length of the horizontal thermal lens for
various modecontrol lens focal lengths, f2 (mode control lens focal lengths of 0.8 m
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1) Determine the unstable resonator magnification based on the expected opti-

mum average reflectance, using Equation 2.I4 - see section 6.1.1.

2) Determine the functional form of the pump profile and the radius of the pump

profile, w*,1or the gainmask - see section 6.2.I.

3) Choose the height of the gain medium - see Table 6.1.

4) Select the resonator configuration including the mirror curvatures, separations,

and the focal length of the thermal lens.

5) Estimate the GRM properties such as the reflectivity profile, profile radius

(Eqtt. 6.10) and peak reflectivity (Eq". 2.13).

The Fox-Li model is then evaluated in the absence of a gainmask, to confirm

the geometric magniflcation of the resonator. After this the gainmask is included in

the model. The resonator parameters are then modified to adjust the magnification,

spatial overlap of gain and mode regions, and the average reflectance of the GRM.

Finally, the beam quality and mode discrimination are assessed by considering the

near- and far-field profiles.

Resonator configuration: negative-branch confocal

A negative-branch unstable resonator was chosen for this application due to the

greater perturbation and alignment stability compared to the positive-branch res-

onator, see Chapter 2.I. Negative-branch unstable resonators are known to be sen-

sitive to changes in resonator length, but, in this application the length of the

resonator will be actively controlled to stabilize the injection lock[46]. A disad-

vantage of negative-branch unstable resonators in some instances is they have an

intra-cavity focus[46]. However, the travelling-wave resonator length modelled here

is quite long (approx. 35 cm), and therefore the focal spot can be located outside

the gain medium and between the mirrors so as to avoid damage of the optical com-

ponents. F\rrthermore, since this laser is CW, the power density at the focal spot is

much less than that required to cause breakdown of the air at the focal spot, which

is the major issue in pulsed lasers.

A confocal unstable resonator is considered here. These resonators are preferred

for many applications as they produce a collimated mode within the gain region,
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GRM
A1 ha=1 l'lo=l Nd:YAG

lens duct
Nd:YAG
lens duct

A2

L4L3

fra=1

L5%11 17 L2

Gainmask

Figure 6.7: The basic model used for travelling-rù/ave unstable resonator calculations
(vertical plane).

and typically produce a collimated output beam. Thus a negative.branch confocal

travelling-wave unstable resonator is considered in the remainder of this Chapter.

The equivalent lens-guide model of the unstable resonator is shown in Figure

6.7. Table 6.2 gives the parameters assumed for the model in Figure 6.7. The model

was evaluated in two sections, from A1 to A2 and then from A2 to the GRM. A1

represents the GRM substrate aperture. A2 represents the height of the slab. f6 and

f7 s"re the focal lengths of the GRM and max-R mirror respectively. The incident

fleld passes through aperture 41, reflects from the GRM, is focussed by lens f6,

propagates through free space (L1), is focussed by fz, before propagating through

free space (L2) to the Nd:YAG slab. The Nd:YAG slab is treated as two successive

sections of lens duct, with an aperture (42) in between. L3 + L4 is the total length

of the zigzag path within the slab. After the slab, the field propagates through free

space (Lb) before re-entering aperture 41.

In principle, the entire gain medium should be dissected into infinitely short

lengths and Huygens' integral should be applied repeatedlyT so as to thoroughly

allow for the possible aperturing caused by the finite crystal height. However, the

Flesnel number would be too large for each of these propagation segments and

require more v/avefront sampling points than could be achieved due to memory

limitations of the computer used for this analysis. F\rrthermore, as described in the

previous section, the confocal design of the resonator typically produces a mode that

is collimated within the gain medium. Since the pumped region is smaller than the

crystal aperture (see Table 6.1) and overlap of the mode and gain is desired, multiple
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Parameter Value
GRM aperture radius, A1 0.5 cm
Slab aperture radius, A2 0.215 cm

L1 11.54 cm
L2, L5 6.3705 cm
L3, L4 4.5229 cm

Nd:YAG refractive index 1.8197

GRM reflectivity profile function n :2 super-Gaussian
f6 GRM, cylindrical curvature
f.7 max-R, cylindrical curvature
"l Lens duct parameter)

Table 6.2: Quantities used for travelling-wave unstable resonator Fox-Li calcula-
tions (x The lens duct parameter,l, is related to the thermal lens focal length by
Equation 6.7).

Nd:YAG
lens duct

Nd:YAG
lens duct

Figure 6.8: Gaussian beam propagation through the negative-branch travelling-wave
unstable resonator model. The gain medium is treated as two successive sections
of Nd:YAG lens duct. Note that the boxes labelled 'Nd:YAG lens duct' indicate
schematically the location of the duct within the lensguide model and do not have
a meaningful vertical scale.

apertures are probably not necessary. It was also assumed that the wavefront can be

multiplied by the gainmask at aperture 42, the centre of the slab, on each round-trip.

Figure 6.8 shows the predicted transverse dimensions of typical mode propagat-

ing through the unstable resonator. The beam-path was predicted by propagating

a Gaussian beam that had a profile radius of 0.722 mm and a wavefront radius of

curvature of 54.5 m (the reason for this choice will become obvious later) through

the resonator described later in this section, using the commercial software code

ABCD2. The almost collimated mode within the lens duct justifies the assumptions

above.

In general, a mode in a confocal unstable resonator can be considered as the

2PARAXIA-PIus, Resonator and Optics Program, release 0.95, distributed by SCIOPT Enter-
prises, P.O. Box 20637, San Jose, CA 95160, U.S.A.

f6 l7
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combination of a zero length telescope with magnification lMl, followed by free space

propagation of equivalent length -MBl94| It can be described by the following

ABCD matrix:

60 80 100 20 Q 60 80 100

[:;] ,#::?!:r..:[; 
-*,u] 

[ r ;] :l-i;] (6 e)

To determine the focal lengths of the GRM and max-R mirrors, f6 and f7, the

ABCD matrix in Equation 6.9 was equated to the ABCD matrix calculated for the

travelling-wave resonator shown in Figure 6.4. The magnification was set to -1.3.

This gives two equations with f6 and f7 unknown, for a given lens duct parameter,

l, which allows f6 and f7 to be evaluated for a given thermal lens focal length.

The focal lengths of the resonator mirrors, f6 and f7, required to produce a

magnification of -1.3 is shown in Figure 6.9. For thermal lens focal lengths shorter

than 20 cm, f6 and f7 change significantly for small changes in the focal length of the

thermal lens. Thus, a resonator design that uses thermal lens focal lengths greater

than 20 cm would give the most reliable operation.

+f"
^f
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GRM profile

The output coupler chosen for the initial anaþsis was a n:2 super-Gaussian profile

since the pump profile also has a Gaussian form. The peak reflectance was chosen

to satisfy the maximally flat condition for an lMl:1.3 unstable resonator, that is

Ro :76.9% from Equation 2.13. The GRM profile radius can be estimated using

Equation 6.10, which relates the n : 2 super-Gaussian GRM radius, 'u)GRMt and the

radius of the mode incident on the GRM, w¿,-195].

uirn

83

wcntw: 
@

(6.10)

Since w¿rn is unknown, it was initially assumed to be similar to the smallest radius

of the pump profile in the crystal. The smallest u* value considered is 1.0 mm,

thus tt-l¿r,, : 1.0 mm and 'uc,tw: 1.20 mm.

Fox-Li analysis

The lowest-loss mode of the negative-branch confocal travelling-wave unstable res-

onator was calculated for several thermal lens focal lengths between 20 cm and oo.

Figure 6.10 shows the magnification (a), average reflectance (b), mode radius at the

crystal centre (c) and near-field radius after transmission through the GRM (d) for

several thermal lens focal lengths and a variety of gainmasks. The magnification was

calculated by comparing the radii of the intracavity modes just before and just after

reflection from the GRM. The average reflectance was calculated by comparing the

integral of the intensity distribution just after reflection from the GRM to that just

before the GRM. The mode radius at the crystal centre refers to the mode radius

at aperture Ã2.

The solutions'ù/ere calculated for gainmask models based on the Gaussian inten-

sity pump profile radii, rDw) of 1.0, 1.1, 1.21, 1.44 and 1.66 mm. A solution with no

gainmask was also calculated to show the influence of the gainmasks. The horizontal

lines on the graphs in Figure 6.10 indicate the result assuming an infinite thermal

lens focal length, for each gainmask.
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Figure 6.10(a) shows that the resonator operates as expected and discussed above

when there is no gainmask. When the gainmask is included in the model, however,

the gain guiding signifi.cantly reduces the magnification and mode size. Since the

mode size is much smaller than the size of the pumped region, the laser will be

inefficient and there will be unsaturated gain potentially available to higher-order

modes.

The size of the mode can be changed by varying the GRM radius, wcnm. Figure

6.11 shows the change in magnifrcation (a), average reflectance (b) and the mode

radius at the crystal centre (c) as ucnm is varied. Note that these results, and all

further predictions, assume frh",^:25 cm and w*: 1.1 mm. As ucntt is reduced,

the effect of the gainmask on the formation of the unstable mode is reduced, hence

lMl approaches 1.3. Unfortunately, the mode radius at the crystal centre is also

reduced (see Figure 6.11(c)) so this solution is not practical. Increasing ucnu

increases the mode radius at the crystal centre but further decreases lMl, which will

probably degrade the mode discrimination of the unstable resonator.

However, the mode discrimination of the resonator will not be degraded as

quickly as the decrease in lMl suggests. Figure 6.12 shows that the average re-

flectivity,.R does not increase as quickly as would be predicted by IIM'. That is,

while the mode discrimination in a standard unstable resonator is usually discussed

in terms of lMl because the output coupling losses are related to lMl, this is not

the case for the resonator considered here, and therefore lMlis not a good indicator

of mode discrimination. Furthermore, mode discrimination in the design presented

here is enhanced by ensuring that the lowest-order mode and pumped region overlap.

Increasing ucau beyond 2.15 mm would push the lowest-order mode outside

the pumped region where the index of refraction proflle changes from quadratic to

linear. The lens duct model of the gain medium would then cease to be valid, and

the wavefront would become abberated.

In Figure 6.11(c), the data point that has a crystal centre mode radius of 1.1 mm

has a corresponding GRM average reflectance of 70T0, according to Figure 6.11(b).

Flom the gain calculation in section 6.1.1, the average reflectance of the GRM can

be decreased by a further 10% with little change in output power. One approach to
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decrease the average reflectance of the GRM is to decrease the peak reflectance of

the GRM profile. However M is only -L.I2 (see Figure 6.11), which requires Ro to

be increased to 89% (using Eqn. 2.13), to achieve a maximally flat near-field. Thus,

decreasing -Bo is a move in the rù/rong direction.

Another approach which recovers the mode discrimination properties and proba-

bly enhances the alignment stability, is to increase the magnification of the unstable

resonator. As discussed in Chapter 2.I, the advantage of increasing M is that it

decreases the sensitivity due to perturbations and misalignments of the resonator.

The curvatures of the GRM and max-R mirrors in the Fox-Li model were there-

fore changed to give a geometric magnification of -1.5. Figure 6.13 shows the

magnification (a), average reflectance (b), and mode radius at the crystal centre (c)

as a function of GRM (n : 2,, super-Gaussian) reflectance profile radius, wç¡¿¡¡4, for

tkre M : -1.5 resonator. Again, the focal length of the thermal lens is 25 cm and

uw : 1.1 mm. Ro is assumed to be 66.7T0, as given by Equation 2.13.

A crystal centre mode radius of 1.1 mm is obtained using a GRM prolìle radius

of L2 mm. This gives a predicted magnification of -132 and an average reflectance

of 52.5%.

Finall¡ the average reflectance can be increased to give an appropriate average

reflectivity specified in section 6.1.1. Increasing Ro to 76% satisfies the maximally

flat near-field profile condition (for the predicted lMl of 1.32) and results in an

average reflectance of 607o, which yields an acceptable output coupling fraction for

the travelling-wave resonator described in this Chapter. An almost If M dependence

between R and Ao, as might be expected from Equations 2.13 and 2.I4,, was predicted

by the Fox-Li model indicating that the GRM radius was not too large for the

gainmask used.

Figure 6.14 shows the predicted intensity (left) and corresponding phase (right)

profiles for the travelling-wave unstable resonator model. These profiles show the

intensity and phase distributions at the centre of the crystal (42) (a), just before

aperture A1 (b), immediately after reflection from the GRM (c), and in the near-field

(d)

The central region of the phase profile in Figure 6.14(c) was fitted to determine
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the wavefront radius of curvature of the unstable resonator mode immediately after

reflection from the GRM, and was found to be 54.5 m. Figure 6.8 shows the trans-

verse dimensions of a Gaussian beam (TEM..), as a function of position within the

M : -I.5 travelling-wave unstable reéonator with the same initial intensity profile

radius and wavefront radius of curvature as immediately after reflection from the

GRM.

To assess the beam quality, the M2 beam quality factor (no relation to the magni-

fication, M) was determined. The propagation formula for an arbitrary unabberated

real laser beam in one transverse dimension (ø-direction) as a function of distance

(z), is given by[96][97]

(6. 1 1)

where Ws ís the beam radius at the waist, z6 is the z-location of the waist and

M2 is the beam quality factor. The near-field distribution in Figure 6.14(d) was

propagated through a positive lens offocal length 1 m to several locations along the

z-axis (the direction of propagation). The radius was determined at each location

using the second moment of the intensity distributio" ("? : W'14). Figure 6.15

shows the predicted beam radius as a function of propagation distance after passing

through the 1m lens (located at z:0). The predicted data in Figure 6.15 was

fitted using Equation 6.11 yielding the M2 beam quality factor, the result of the fit is

also piotted in Figure 6.15. The number of data points at and near the beam waist

was increased to ensure accurate determination of the location and beam radius at

the waist. The predicted M2 is 1.0660.

Figure 6.16 shows the intensity (left) and phase (right) profiles at the z-position

of the fitted waist (a) and ã1, z : 1 m (b), after passing through the lens with a

focal length of 1 m. The combination of uniform phase over the main intensity lobe

in Figure 6.16(a), coupled with the negligible side-lobes and the M2 near 1 indicates

the excellent beam quality of the unstable mode. This also indicates the absence of

significant higher-order modes as these would degrade these properties if they were

present. For comparison, the beam quality of unstable resonators discussed earlier

w'(r):w3+ (M')' " ffiQ - "o)'
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(a)

r-. [rnrn] x[mm]

¡[nm] -v[mm]

(c)

r[mm] r [nrn]

(d)

-r[nm] * [nm]

Figure 6.14: Predicted intensity (teft) and corresponding phase (right) profiles for
the travelling-wave unstable resonator model. Mode profiles show the intensity and
phase distributions at the centre of the crystal (42) (a), just before aperture A1 (b),
immediately after reflection from the GRM (c), and in the near-freld (d).
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Figure 6.15: Predicted laser beam radius as a function of propagation distance.
Geometric magnification : -1.5. Predicted M2 : 1.066 (beam quality factor).

Geometric M GRM, -R, Predicted M Predicted R Predicted M2

-1.3 76% -L,T2 70% 7.0295
-1.5 67% -r.32 52.5% r.0223
-1.5 76% -L.32 60% 1.0660

Table 6.3: Beam quality factor comparison for three different resonator models with
different geometric magnifications and GRM peak reflectivities.

in this Chapter with a geometric magnification of -1.3 (rq, :76%) and a geometric

magnification of -1.5 ( Ro:67T0) were determined, see Table 6.3. The predicted

magnification and average reflectance determined from the Fox-Li model is included

along with the M2 factor that was calculated using the approach outlined above.

The beam quality experiences a marginal improvement when increasing the ge-

ometric magnification from -1.3 to -1.5. For a geometric magnification of -1.5, the

beam quality decreased slightly when increasing the GRM peak reflectance, this is

probably due to the small dip in the near-field shown in Figure 6.14(d). However,

the increased average reflectance'ù/as necessary to achieve optimum output coupling.

0.45

0.40
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(a)

*[nm] r[mm]

(b)

¡[nm] ¡[nm]

Figrue 6.16: Intensity (left) and phase (right) at the z-position of the fitted waist
(given by Figure 6.15) (a) and at z:I m (b), after passing through the lens with
a focal length of 1 m.
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6.4 Summary

The negative-branch confocal travelling-wave unstable resonator model presented

in this Chapter demonstrated useful operation for a realistic range of thermal lens

focal lengths. The reverse mode of the traveliing-wave resonator was not considered

here, since it will be suppressed by injection locking. Mode discrimination was

accomplished by combining the well known reduced average reflectance of the GRM

for the higher-order unstable resonator modes (see Chapter 2) and ensuring good

overlap between the lowest-order mode and the gain region. The second feature is

specific to the unstable resonator (and laser head) described in this thesis. Matching

the gain distribution and the lowest-order mode of the unstable resonator reduces the

available gain for the higher-order modes which typically have a significant fraction

of their intensity that does not coincide with the resonator axis. Hence, the gain

available to the higher-order modes is less than for the lowest-order mode which

has it's energy located on or near the resonator axis. The specific pump geometry

used in this thesis should therefore enhance the mode discrimination. Both of these

effects increase the lasing threshold of the higher-order modes, thus providing mode

discrimination.

The absence of higher-order modes was inferred from the low M2 factors. Excel-

ient beam quality from low magnification unstable resonators with GRM's has also

been shown by other authors. McCarthy et al.l98l showed an unstable resonator

which incorporates a GRM does not need a large magnification to be able to pro-

duce a good quality beam. Parent et al.l70] demonstrated that the use of a GRM

can significantly improve the far-field power density.

The gain guiding properties of the gainmask were aLso investigated. Unless the

GRM profile radius is significantly smaller than the gainmask radius, in general the

resulting magnification is less than the geometric magnification. The reduced M

results in a higher GRM average reflectance than would be expected in the absence

of a gainmask. This allows the geometric M to be increased so that the predicted

(real) magnification (including effects of the gainmask) can be adjusted to the desired

value, thereby giving the appropriate R.

Increasing lhe M value reduces the sensitivity of the resonator to perturbations
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and misalignments. It is presumed that the geometric magnifi.cation determines

the resonator sensitivity to misalignments and the actual magnification predicted

by the Fox-Li analysis determines the resonator sensitivity to perturbations. This

subject is left for further investigation after this thesis and can presumably can be

investigated using the Fox-Li model incorporating E and F parameters to describe

mirror misalignment.

It is commonly believed that low order GRM's result in poor extraction efficiency

because the mode intensity is not as uniform as that for a higher-order GRM profile.

However, Paré [99] has shown that the efficiency is not significantly affected by the

order of the GRM. He shows that the uniformity of the mode produced by the high-

order super-Gaussian may be compensated by the superior energy extraction in the

axial region by a mode produced by a lower-order super-Gaussian. The disadvantage

of the Gaussian GRM profiIe is therefore not that it has a poorer energ.y extraction

efficiency due to decreasing mode intensity with radius, but that the mode has a

greater spatial extent and may experience clipping by apertures[70]. In the laser

design presented in this thesis, the apertures are significantly larger than the pump

and mode regions, hence the gain medium is not expected to aperture the mode.

This feature allows a low order super-Gaussian (n : 2) to be used, which suits

the pump profile. Furthermore, as shown in Equation 2.14, the lowest-order super-

Gaussian profile gives the greatest -R assuming a maximally flat near-field is required.

Thus, it allows larger values of M to be used.

The work in this Chapter demonstrates the feasibility of travelling-wave design.

To increase the accuracy of these models, gain saturation should to be included in

the models.

Chapter 7 will present experimental evidence of stable-unstable resonator op-

eration in a standing-wave, Iower gain, subscale experiment and a comparison to

a Fox-Li model of the resonator. The correlation between the experiments and

predicted results is discussed.
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Chapter 7

Standing-\Mave Stable- Unstable

Resonator

The aim of this Chapter is to demonstrate that the side-pumped, side-cooled zigzag

slab geometry can be used in a CW stable-unstable resonator and that the pre-

dictions of the Fox-Li model are consistent with the observed performance. A sub-

scale design verification experiment is described that uses a standing-rù/ave resonator

rather than a travelling-wave resonator, due to the limited diode-laser pump power

(1oo \M).

The discussion in Chapter 6 assumed a larger pump pov/er and pump volume

than for the laser head described and characterized in Chapters 4 and 5. The

single-pass gain-length product, goln, for the travelling-wave model in Chapter 6,

(see Table 6.1) is a factor of 2.5 times greater than for the laser head in Chapters

4 and 5 (see Table 5.2). F\rrthermore, a travelling-\Mave resonator only single-passes

the gain medium each round-trip, while a standing-wave resonator double-passes

the gain medium. Therefore, since the stable-unstable resonator has a relatively

Iarge output coupling, the laser head in Chapters 4 and 5 is clearly not suited to

a travelling-v/ave resonator as described in Chapter 6, especially with the increased

loss within the crystal due to the crack.

This standing-wave resonator used a positive-branch unstable resonator, rather

than the negative-branch resonator described in Chapter 6, as it was shorter and

more compact than the travelling-wave resonator. Avoiding the intra-cavity focus

97
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cylindrical max-R

mirror GRM

Nd:YAG lens duct

Figure 7.1: Standing-wave unstable resonator concept (vertical plane). The gain-
medium is located between a cylindrical curved max-R mirror and the flat GRM.

allows the unstable resonator mode to have a better overlap with the gain region.

The penalty for using the positive-branch unstable resonator is the greãter sensitivity

to misalignment.

The Fox-Li model of the standing-wave resonator is described in section 7.1. The

approach is similar to that used in Chapter 6. The modifications to the experimental

configuration described in Chapters 4 and 5 are discussed in section 7.2 and the

experimental behavior of the standing-wave stable-unstable resonator is reported in

section 7.3. Finally, the experimental results are compared to the prediction of the

Fox-Li model, confirming the validity of the Fox-Li model.

7.L Standing-wave unstable resonator model

A simplified representation of the unstable resonator investigated in this Chapter is

shown in Figure 7.1. The resonator is stable in the horizontal plane and unstable in

the vertical plane. The gain medium is located between the convex max-R mirror

and a flat Graded Reflectivity Mirror (GRM). The layout of the standing-wave

stable-unstable resonator is shown in Figure 7.2.

In Chapter 5 the pumped height in the slab is 1 mm, which is smaller than the

minimum strip-GRM full-width of 1.58 mm (lle full-width) that can be produced

by the GRM vendor (INO1). Thus, the height of the pumped region in the slab

was increased by changing the vertical position of the arrays of fibres: the vertical

lNational Optics Institute, 369, rue FYanquet, Sainte-Foy, (Québec) Canada GlP 4N8. Tel.
(418) 657-7006, Fax. (418) 657-7009.

++
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max-R mirror, fo
cu rvature: cylindrical

flat I
ù

10.5 cm

TIR Nd:YAG slab
10.5 cm +

GRM, f
flat

Figure 7.2: Standing-wave stable-unstable resonator layout. Cylindrical optics were
used with curvature perpendicular to the page as shown here, the armlength is 10.5

cm.

position of the planar array of fi.bres on one side of the slab was increased by 300

¡lm, and the vertical position of the planar array of fibres on the other side was

decreased by 300 ¡;m.

In Chapter 6, a Gaussian GRM profile v/as assumed. However for this resonator

a n : 5 super-Gaussian profile was used, since lower-order strip profiles were not

available in a strip GRM that had the minimum full-width given above. The mea-

sured GRM profile is shown in Figure 7.3. The peak reflectivity is 77%, the reason

for choosing this peak reflectivity was based on Fox-Li predictions that are described

later in this section. The peak reflectivity of the GRM was not chosen to satisfy

the maximally flat condition in this instance, as this would give an average GRM

reflectance of 40% for M : 1.3 (see discussion in Chapter 2.3), which is signifrcantly

less than the optimum output coupling of 75% measured in Chapter 5.

The design sheet for the GRM supplied to the manufacturer, INO, is inciuded

in Appendix H. This shows the design parameters specified for the GRM and an

appropriate set of tolerances.

The design parameters for the laser resonator are listed below:

o A standard curvature max-R cylindrical mirror was used, RoC : -152.6 mm.

o The resonator mirrors were 10.5 cm from the end of the slab, as this en-

abled efficient fundamental mode operation in the horizontal (stable) plane,

as demonstrated in Chapter 5.
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0.8
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0.0

1 0

x [mm]

Figure 7.3: Measured GRM profile (l), manufactured by INO and fitted Ttr : 5,

super-Guassian profii" (-), (see Eqn. z.LI). The two vertical lines indicate the If e

diameter of the superguassian profile which is 1.58 mm. The profile was measured
using a low power Nd:YAG laser (described in App. F) beam that was focussed
onto the GRM and scanned across the profile.

o The strip-GRM was deposited on a flat AR coated substrate, due to time

limitations, as this eliminated the need for custom-made radii of curvature

substrates.

7.L.L Horizontal plane - stable

The stable horizontal mode arises due to the weak horizontal thermal lens within

the slab (see Chapter 5). A mirror distance of 10.5 cm from the end of the slab was

chosen as justified previously.
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GRM
A1 tta=1 Nd:YAG

l€ns duct

L2

Nd:YAG
lens duct

L3 L4 1¿ L+

Nd:YAG
lens duct

L3

Nd:YAG
lens duct

L2

A2 A2

L1

tta=1llo=fttø=1

Ga nmaskGa nmask

,l I

'l
L1

Figure 7.4: The basic model used for standing-wave unstable resonator Fox-Li cal-

culations.

Pararneter Value
GRM aperture radius A1 0.5 cm
Slab aperture radius, A2 0.17 cm

Geometric lengths LI &, L4 10.5 cm
Geometric lengths L2 U L3 4.5229 cm
Nd:YAG refractive index 1.8197

GRM cylindrical focal length, f1 oo

GRM reflectivity profile function n: 5 super-Gaussian
GRM reflectivity profile radius 0.79 mrn (lle

max-R, cylindrical focal length, fa -7.63 cm
Nd:YAG lens duct focal length variable, between 12 and 34 cm

Table 7.1: Quantities used for standing-'wave unstable resonator Fox-Li calculations

7.L.2 Vertical plane - unstable

Figure 7.4 shows the standing-wave Fox-Li unstable resonator model and Table 7.1

contains a summary of the parameter values. As described for the Fox-Li analysis

in Chapter 6, a wave is propagated between apertures in the resonator using an

ABCD matrix which describes the elements between the apertures. A1 is the GRM

substrate aperture, and apertures A2 represent the bottom and top edges of the slab

at the blunt end of the slab. The vertical magnification of the mode is provided by

a combination of the convex max-R mirror and the thermal lens. The gain medium

is modelled as a lens duct. The effective focal length of the lens duct is referred to

as the thermal Iens, f¡¡",,n in the text here.

Gainrnask model

As discussed at the beginning of this section, the height of the pumped region

was increased to suit the GRM profile. The vertical staggering of the fibre anays

by t300 pm results in a near Gaussian pump profile (r-direction) and increases
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the radius by 20%, compared to co-planar layers of pump fibres. To examine the

effect of the height of the pumped region in the Fox-Li analysis, a range of Gaussian

gainmask pump profile radä w* of 0.55, 0.66, 0.77, 0.94 and 1,22 mm were used

in the following analysis. As in Chapter 6, the calculations using gainmasks are

compared to a calculation with no gainmask to assess the influence of the gainmask

on the unstable resonator.

Fox-Li analysis Figure 7.5 shows the predicted magnifi.cation (a), average re-

flectance (b) and the near-field beam radius (c) as a function of the focal length of

the lens duct, with the radius of the gainmask as a parameter. The numbers 1 to 5

refer to configurations that are used later in the Chapter.

The stability diagram in Figure 7.6 indicates the resonator transition from positive-

branch unstable through a stable region to a negative-branch region, as the pump

power and associated thermal lens is varied. Short thermal lens focal lengths (j
0.12 m) give rise to a resonator that is negative-branch unstable.

As the focal length of the thermal lens is increased the resonator approaches the

stable region, as indicated by the point in Figure 7.5 that has magnification : 1.

AII of the gainmask models give the same result at this point. F\-rrthermore, the

average reflectance is almost the same as the peak reflectance of the super-Gaussian

output coupler. This indicates the laser mode lies in the center of the output coupler

reflectivity profile.

As the focal length of the thermal lens is further increased the resonator again

becomes unstable, but in the positive-branch region of the stability diagram, and

the magnification increases. As expected, the average reflectance decreases with in-

creasing magnification (see Equation 2.I4), and the near-field beam radius increases.

As the magnification of the unstable resonator increases, the influence of the gain-

mask also increases, due to gain guiding. A qualitative comparison between these

predictions and the measured results is given in the next section.
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Figure 7.5: Predicted magnification (a), average reflectance of the GRM (b) and

near-field beam radius (c) as a function of the focal length of the thermal lens for
mirror curvatures fr : oo and fa : -7.63 cm. Each set of data points correspond to
a different gainmask.
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Negative-branch
unstable

-2

Positive-branch
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-1
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resonator
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Low pump power
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Figure 7.6: Resonator stability diagram (g-diagram) showing the resonator g-
parameters with changing pump power. At low pump pov¡ers, which result in long
focal lengths, the resonator is positive-branch unstable. As the pump power is
increased, the resonator becomes stable before crossing the axis finally becoming
negativebranch unstable, for short thermal focal lengths.
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7.2 Experimental configuration

The laser head used to investigate the standing-wave stable-unstable resonator is

similar to that described in Chapters 4 and 5. The most significant change is the

TEC's have been replaced by 'heat-bars', as shown in Figure 7.7. This was done to

enable increased heating of the bottom and top of the slab, which allows the vertical

thermal lens focal length to be increased more than when using the TEC's.

To increase the heating capacity at these surfaces Pyrotenax2 MI heating cable

was mounted in copper heatsinks to produce the heat-bars. Pyrotenax MI cable

consists of nichrome wire with a nominal resistance of 10 f)/m inside a stainless-

steel sheath. The core is electrically insulated but not thermally insulated from the

sheath by a highly compressed mineral insulant. The heating capacity of the wire is

390 W/m at 20 'C. The estimated maximum heating capacity of each heat-bar was

8-12 W, which was greater than the 4 W of the TEC. A thin stainless-steel sheathed

thermocouple was also mounted in the copper to replace the bulky thermistor which

was used with the TEC's. A stainless-steel spacer was used to thermally insulate

the 'heat-bar' from the lower temperature of the laser head mount, and to give the

same dimensions as before.

7.3 Experimental results

Operation of the unstable resonator can be demonstrated by either adjusting the

pump power to provide the required thermal lens or by using the heat-bars to adjust

the thermal lens at high pump power. Plate # 6(A)-(E) and Plate f 7(F)-(I) show

the near-field (left) and far-field (right) beam profiles measured as the pump power

increased. The near-field profiles were measured by imaging the strip GRM output

coupler onto a CCD (see Figure 7.10). The far-field profiles rrvere measured by a

CCD located at the focal plane of a positive lens. The horizontal parallel lines on

the near-field profiles in Plates # 6 and ff 7 represent tlne If e full-width of the

GRM. Corresponding parallel vertical lines are also included on Figure 7.3. The

2Manufactured by BICCGeneral Pyrotenax Cables Ltd.,7037 Fly Road, East Syracuse, N.Y.,
13057, U.S.A.
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Flowing
coolant

TEC boundary
control

Stainless-steel

Heat-bar boundary
control

Pyrotenax
Ml Heating
Cable

ThermocoupleThermistor Copper (stainless-steel sheath)

Figure 7.7: E;nd view showing the modification of the TEC temperature control of
the bottom and top of the slab, to the heat-bar system.

Diagram designator Pump por'¡/er w Laser power (W
A 74.3 6.9

B 76.5 8.5

C 78.7 10.5

D 80.8 11.1

E 83.0 LT.7

F 85.1 12.0

G 87.3 12.3

H 89.5 13.9

I 91.6 14.5

Table 7 .2: Ptmp power and laser output power for pictures A-I, in Plates 6 and 7

pump and laser powers for each profile are given in Table 7.2. These powers are

difficult to compare with previous results due to the crystal fracture and resulting

increased intra-cavity loss.

At low pump por,¡/ers, the focal length of the thermal lens is long and thus the

resonator is positive-branch unstable with a large M. The near-field spot size is

thus much larger than the GRM profile, as shown in Plate # 6(A). Note that the

resonator at this point is over-coupled, and this results in a poor efficiency.

As the pump power is increased, and the thermal lens focal length is reduced, the

magnification decreases and the width of the near-field profile approaches the width

of the GRM. Eventually, the resonator becomes stable shown in Plate # 7(F)-(G),

!
TEC



Near-field Far-field

Plate # 6
Near- and far-field beam profiles. The near-field was measured by imaging the strip

GRM ouþut coupler onto the CCD plane. The far-field was measured using a CCD at the
focal plane of a positive lens. The far-field profiles were measured concurrently with the
near-field measurements. Each case denoted A-E was a different pump power, as specified in
Table 7.2. The horizontal parallel white lines represent the lle dianeter of the strip-GRM profile.
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Near-field Far-field

G

Plate # 7
Near- and far-field beam profiles. The near-field was measured by imaging the strip

GRM ouþut coupler onto the CCD plane. The far-field was measured using a CCD { tfe
focal plane of a positive lens. The far-field profiles were measured concurrently with the

near-field measurernents. Each case denoted F-I was a different pump power, as specified in
Table 7.2.The horizontal parallel white lines represent the lle diameter of the strip-GRM profile.
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with the mode lasing off the centre of the GRM profile. In Plate # 7(I), a TEM61

mode is favored by the laser.

The behavior shown in Plates f 6 and ff 7 agrees with that shown in Figure

7.5: starting at the right-hand side of the curve (long thermal lens focal lengths,

similar to Plate # 6(A)), and moving toward the left side (shorter thermal lens focal

Iengths, similar to Plate # 7(I)).Figure 7.8 shows a comparison of predicted and

measured near-field intensity profiles. The near-field intensity profiles of Plate f
6(A)-(E), are represented as dashed (l) curves in Figure 7.8(A)-(E). The predicted

near-field profiles that most closely match the measured results, marked on Figure

7.5by indicators (1)-(5), are also plotted on Figure 7.8(A)-(E) using V. The quali-

tative correlation between the measured and predicted profiles is moderately good.

There is evidence of a step on the side of the peak of predicted curve (1) and also in

the measured near-field profile (A). This can also be observed with predicted curve

(2) and profile (B). Some difference between the predictions and measurements is

expected since the calculations do not include gain saturation, or losses and wave-

front distortion due to the crack. Nevertheless, it appears that the laser operated

wlth M: 1.3 somewhere between models (1) and (2), for which the far-field beam

quality was good. Unfortunately, the focal length of the thermal lens could not

be measured concurrently with the lasing and thus a more precise comparison was

difficult.

At maximum pump power, the resonator was stable. The heat-bars were used

to increase the focal length of the thermal lens. The results are shown in Figure 7.9.

Profile J corresponds to a pump power of 91.6 W with no heating by the heat-bars.

Adding heat using the heat-bars significantly improved the far-field beam quality,

as shown by profile K, with only 870 reduction in the output pov/er.

It is unclear whether the resonator was unstable when it produced profile K, but

it is clear that further increase in the focal length of the thermal lens would result

in an unstable resonator that has near-field beam profiles similar to that shown in

Plates # 6(A) and (B). The heat-bars therefore provide tunability of the resonator

properties necessary for this work and are an appropriate replacement for the TEC's

where large heat generating capacity is required.
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Near-field Far-field

Figure 7.9: Near- and far-field beam profiles with heat-bars off (J) and heat-bars on

(K), constant pump power of 91.6 W.

7.4 Injection locking

As discussed in Chapter 1, the long-term aim of this work is to injection lock the

travelling-wave stable-unstable resonator. In this section single frequency operation

of the standing-wave stabl+unstable resonator is shown by injecting po\¡/er from a

NPRO master laser. Figure 7.10 shows the experimental setup used. The appropri-

ately polarized,500 mW NPRO master laser beam passes through mode-matching

optics and a Faraday rotator before entering the slave cavity through the GRM.

The slave and master laser fields travel back through the Faraday rotator and are

rejected by one of the polarizers. The output is monitored using a po"¡¡er meter and

a scanning Fabry Perot cavity (10 GHz FSR). The output of the slave resonator

could also be monitored in the near- and far-fields in order to set the operation of

the resonator.

The free running spectrum of the slave cavity is shown by Figure 7.11(A). Note

the multiple longitudinal modes, which are separated by the FSR of the slave res-

onator @a0 MHz).

J

K
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Figure 7.10: Experimental setup for single frequency operation.
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(A) (B)

Figure 7.11: Multimode operation of free-running slave resonator (A) and evidence
of single-frequency operation when seeded with master oscillator (B). The triangular
waveform illustrates the sweep rate of the FPI in each case.

The temperature of the master and slave gain media were set so that they were

similar, and the frequency of the NPRO was swept over a frequency range of 270

MHz. The frequency of the NPRO frequency sweep was 5-10 kHz. At some frequency

within the sweep, the frequency of the NPRO coincided with the frequency of one

of the longitudinal modes of the slave laser. The NPRO was then regeneratively

amplified, which saturated the gain below threshold for free-running oscillation.

Figure 7.11(8) shows a typical spectrum indicating that all except one mode was

suppressed.

7.5 Summary

The measured near-field profiles in Plates ff 6 and ff 7 clearly indicate that the mode

size is larger than the diameter of the GRM, indicating a magnification larger than

one, and that the mode produced by this resonator has good far-field beam quality.

Although direct comparison was not possible since the thermal lens of the resonator

could not be measured concurrently with lasing, specific calculated examples were

compared to measured results and showed good qualitative agreement. This verified

that the stable-unstable resonator could be operated with a geometric magnification

of 1.3, and that the Fox-Li modelling gives a good indication of the behavior of the
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resonator even though gain saturation effects were not included. The output power

could not be compared to Chapter 5 due to the crack in the crystal.

Injection locking of the stable.unstable resonator was also demonstrated by in-

jection of a master field into the slave cavity.



Chapter 8

Concluston

This thesis has presented a high po'wer diode.laser-pumped, CW Nd:YAG slab laser

design that uses a stable-unstable resonator. The idea to use a stable-unstable

resonator for producing high quality, high power, CW laser beams from a Nd:YAG

gain medium v/as first described by this author[1]. Proof-of-principle experiments

have demonstrated that the laser head works as designed, and that the stable.

unstable resonator design is well suited to both standing-wave and travelling-wave

resonators.

This is the first side-pumped and side-cooled implementation of the efficient TIR

zigzag CW laser geometry developed by Richards and Mclnnes[23]. The co-planar

pumping and heat removal of the side-pumped, side-cooled design allows the height

of the mode to be increased in the vertical direction orthogonal to the zigzag plane.

Avoiding cooling the bottom and top surfaces of the slab results in reduced thermal

lensing in the vertical plane, with the major thermal gradient in the horizontal

plane. The zigzag path averages the refractive index variations in the horizontal

plane, resulting in minimal net horizontal thermal lensing.

Subscale experimental investigations showed that the net horizontal thermal lens

was indeed weak, indicating that the zigzag path was successfully averaging the

horizontal thermal gradients. The thermal lens in the vertical direction could be

adjusted by using TEC's which were placed on the bottom and top of the slab to

heat or cool these surfaces. The range of the focal length of the thermal lens could be

set between 47 mm and 450 mm. This adjustability allowed the resonator design to

113
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be optimized. Furthermore, the horizontal and vertical thermal lenses were shown to

be decoupled which allowed the mode height to be increased in the vertical direction

and allowed simple power scaling of the laser head.

The efficiency of the laser head was investigated using a short, flat-flat, stable

resonator. The slope efficiency of the laser was 37T0, and the multimode power

was 32 W using 100 W of pump power. Increasing the length of the resonator and

using the slab apertures to provide horizontal mode discrimination produced a near

diffraction limited TEMoo output power of 20 W. Thus a compact stable laser was

demonstrated. Most importantly, the laser head design operated successfully, with

good thermo-optic control of the gain medium and good efficiency.

A strip, n : 2 super-Gaussian GRM was found to be the optimum output

coupler for the stable-unstable laser, due to the limited gain of CW Nd:YAG. The

average reflectance of the GRM is a factor of. M Iarger for a strip GRM (1-D) than

for a toroidal or spherical GRM (both 2-D). Since there is no mode discrimination

penalty using the lower-loss strip geometry, this allows M to be maximized, which

improves the mode discrimination and beam quality. Furthermore, it was found that

the output coupling loss associated with a magnification of -1.3 could be sustained

using pump densities below the crystal fracture limit. tavelling-wave unstable

resonators with a similar magnification were assessed using a Fox-Li model. Useful

operation over a realistic range of thermal lens focal lengths was predicted.

Mode discrimination is accomplished by combining the reduced average reflectance

of the GRM for the higher-order unstable resonator modes and ensuring good overlap

between the lowest-order mode and the gain region. It was shown that the lowest-

order mode can be matched to the gain distribution. This reduces the available

gain for the higher-order modes which typically have a significant fraction of their

intensity that does not coincide with the resonator axis. The absence of higher-order

modes was confirmed by the excellent M2 beam quality factor produced by the low

magnification unstable resonator.

The gain guiding properties of the gainmask in the Fox-Li model were also inves-

tigated. Unless the GRM profile radius was signiflcantly smaller than the gainmask

radius, the resulting magnifi.cation was less than the geometric magnification in
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general. It presumed that the geometric magnification determines the sensitivity

to misalignment and that the predicted magnification determines the perturbation

stability. This is left for further investigation.

A subscale experimental investigation of a standing-wave stable-unstable res-

onator was performed using the available crystal and available diode'lasers, and is

described in Chapter 7. A standing-wave resonator was chosen due to the limited

gain. The resonator was shown to lase with magnification up to and greater than

the design point of 1.3, by using pump power to control the focal length of the ther-

mal lens. The measured far-field beam quality was excellent, particularly at high

magnifications.

A qualitative comparison of the measured near-field beam profiles and the pr+

dicted near-freld profiles was presented. This gives some indication that the Fox-Li

model accurately predicts the behavior of the experiment. Unfortunately, the effi-

ciency of the unstable resonator could not be assessed due to a crack which developed

in the gain medium. Finally, an injection locking experiment was conducted using

the stable-unstable resonator. Suppression of the multiple longitudinal modes was

observed resulting in stable-unstable resonator operation at a single frequency.

The results in this thesis have successfully shown the viability of our high power

laser design. Experiments are currently underway to investigate the use of the

travelling-wave stable-unstable resonator as described in Chapter 6, using a higher

aspect ratio slab and a pump power of 500 W.
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Appendix A

Explanation of Fresnel Numbers

Fbesnel numbers are routinely used to discuss the effects of apertures in optical

resonators. The exact Fresnel number used depends upon the type of laser resonator.

This section is intended to illustrate to the reader some definitions and relationships

between different Flesnel number definitions used here and in the literature. For

the simplest case of a two mirror resonator, the Flesnel number is a dimensionless

quantity describing the number of Fresnel zones across one of the end mirrors, as

seen from the centre of the other mirror in the resonator[l00].

Ordinary Flesnel Number

t

N/
a

)B

where: ¿ is the aperture radius, the half-width of hard-edged output coupler.

À is the optical wavelength of the laser.

B is the 'B' element from the overall ABCD matrix of the laser resonator.

Collimated trYesnel Number

N":M'N r:H
where: M is the magnification of the unstable resonator, given by

tr7
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demagnifying wave
hard-edged

output coupler

collimated magnifying
WAVE

edge diffraction

Figure 4.1: Edge diffraction at the aperture scatters energy from the magnifying
wave into the demagnifying wave.

M:m+(^'+1)å

where: 2m : (A+D) is the trace of the round-trip matrix.

Equivalent Fresnel Number Figure 4.1 shows edge-diffractive scatter of

the magnifying wave into the direction of the demagnifying wave. This scatter is

demagnified into the core of the resonator until it becomes small and diffraction

dominates. It then spreads away from the resonator axis forming a magnifying

r,¡/ave. The equivalent Fresnel number for an unstable resonator gives the relative

phase shift between the magnifying and demagnifying eigenwaves at the hard-edge

of the output coupler.

(M' - r)
Nes : N"

2M2
(M, - I)

Nl
2M

(M2 - L) a2

2M ÀB
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Gaussian Aperture Flesnel Number

Nro
,3"
ÀB

where: usa is defined by the amplitud,e reflectivity profile r(r) : explffi] of a

GRM.
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Appendix B

Choice of Nd3+ Host Material

8.1 Introduction

It is often stated that YAG is the best host material for high po\Mer solid-state lasers

yet we could not find a comprehensive comparison of possible Nd-hosts. Many

authors discuss selected groups of host materials but there are few comparisons of

the spectroscopic and thermomechanical properties of both established and newly

emerging materials.

While the spectroscopic properties of the gain medium are important, it is the

thermomechanical properties of the host medium which limits the power scalability

of most CW solid-state lasers. The important thermomechanical properties will

be introduced in section 8.2, and the choice of the most suitable host material

is discussed in section 8.3. We will compare the properties of YLF, YAP, Glass,

YAG, YVOa, GSGG:Cr, KGW, BeL, S-VAP, CWO, NGWO and SGGM. We include

S-VAP and YVO¿ for comparison onl¡ as these materials, along with YOS and S-

FAP, are more suited to microchip lasers[l0l][102]. Chromium-doped GSGG is also

included for comparison even though the absorption bands of the Cr3+ sensitizing

ion do not match the emission band of GaAlAs diode-lasers. We also discuss the

significance of cross-relaxation, Auger upconversion and excited state emission for

the more important host materials.

There is often significant variation in the parameter values in the literature due

to material impurities and imperfections, doping concentrations, and varying growth

L2t
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and measurement techniques used by different investigators. The data in Tables I

and II is a realistic summary of the thermomechanical and spectroscopic properties

of the host media, and is therefore useful information for solid-state laser designers.

8.2 Thermomechanical Properties

The thermal gradients produced when heat is removed from the gain medium re-

sults in surface stresses. As the surface stress, ds7 approaches the material fracture

strength, o ¡, the probability of material fracture increases. For a side-pumped, side-

cooled slab laser of infinite length and height, a thermal stress resistance parameter,

R", can be defined by[la]125]176]

(8.1)

where k is the thermal conductivity, u is Poisson's ratio, a is the thermai expansion

coefficient and E is the elastic modulus. The surface stress is then given by

os: Q.'or
12R"

(8.2)

where Q is the thermal power deposited in the slab per unit volume, and a,, is the

slab width.

Unfortunately, values for R" are not common in the literature due to the uncer-

tainty in ø¡ which depends strongly on surface quality. Marion[76] has demonstrated

that up to a fourfold increase in ø¡ could be obtained for GSGG, GGG and YAG

compared to values obtained using standard polishing techniques. F\rrther increase

in ø¡ could be obtained at the expense of optical flatness.

A more common alternative material parameter, M", given by[la]

R": o¡M" (B 3)
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is often specified. Values of. M, and typical values of ay (where known) are listed

in Table I along with thermal conductivities and refractive-index temperature coef-

ficients (dnldf) for the host media.

8.3 Discussion

While the thermomechanical properties are of fundamental importance in the design

of high power lasers, the spectroscopic properties, summarized in Table II, are also

important as they affect the efficiency and compactness of the high power diode-laser

pumped solid-state laser (HPDPSSL). Ideally, the gain medium should have a large

gain-length product (g,l). Maximizing the gain-length product can be achieved by

either increasing the pathlength within the gain medium, l, or by maximizing the

small-signal gain coefficient, g". Zigzagoptical paths are a practical way of increasing

the pathlength within the gain region, but the slabs must have highly polished sides

to minimize scatter from residual roughness. If the pathlength becomes too long

then the intracavity losses due to bulk absorption and scattering within the material

increase, thereby decreasing the efficiency and increasing the lasing threshold. The

need for high optical quality, Iow distortion materials is thus apparent.

The small-signal gain coefficient is proportional to the stimulated emission cross

section, demission, and the population inversion density which is, in turn, determined

by the pump rate and the spontaneous emission lifetime of the upper state, r¡.

Thus, the a"-i..1ont product is an important spectroscopic parameter.

The pump rate can be maximized by using a material that has a large pump-

absorption coefficient and an absorption band that is broader than the emission

spectrum of the diode-laser, or by simply pumping more intensely. YVO4 and S-VAP

have high absorption coefficients, low thresholds (high d",.,i""io.,z¡), good efficiency

and polarized output, however they have poor thermomechanical properties.

High absorption coefficients in other hosts can be attained by increasing the

concentration of Nd-ions. However, materials such as YAG experience fluores-

cence quenching at high Nd3+concentrations, due to local distortions in the crystal

matrix caused by a size mismatch between the neodymium-ion and the YAG lat-
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tice. Neodymium doping in YAG is therefore limited to approximately Ll at. To.

This problem is not shared by all Nd host media; higher Nd-concentrations can be

achieved in materials like KGW where the ionic radius of Gd3+ closely matches that

of NdS+[103], with up to 10% neodymium-doping being reported by Moncorgé et

aL[0a1. However, KGW has a low thermal conductivity.

If the absorption band of the dopant is narrower than the diode-laser emission

band then the effective absorption coefficient is less than that shown in Table II.

For example, our measurements for diode-pumping Nd:YAG (1.1 at.%) with diode

bars (3-4 nm linewidth) indicate an effective absorption coefficient of approximately

4 cm-1. Another significant practical advantage of a broad absorption band is that

it simplifies the temperature control of the diode-laser.

Intense pumping can be achieved by using multiple fibre-coupled diode-lasers

[3][5] or by focusing the pump light from arrays of diode-lasers using beamshaping

lenses or non-imaging lens ducts[105]. However, the material fracture strength could

be exceeded even in materials like YAG, which has the best thermomechanical prop-

erties (thermal conductivity) in Table I. Also, intense optical pumping increases the

inversion density toward regimes where parasitic energy transfer processes occur.

Mechanisms such as cross-relaxation and Auger upconversion lead to non-radiative

decay in Nd3+[106][107]. Non-radiative decay reduces the gain, increases thermal

loading of the gain medium and increases thermal lensing. Gain reduction and in-

creased thermal lensing degrade system performance, while the increased thermal

loading increases the probability of fracture of the gain medium.

Cross-relaxation (or self quenching) is the principal energy transfer mechanism

at lower pump densities. In this process, part of the energy from an excited ion

is transferred to an unexcited ion, and produces two excited ions which decay to

the ground state via multiphonon relaxation. Cross-relaxation can be reduced by

emptying the ground level, as occurs under intense optical pumping.

At high pump densities, Auger upconversion (or energy transfer upconversion) is

dominant[106]. This process involves the interaction of two nearby excited ions: one

of the ions decays to a lower state (and eventually to ground state via non-radiative

decay) giving it's energy to the other ion which is excited to a higher state. The ion
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in the highly excited state subsequently relaxes back to it's original state mostly by

multiphonon emission[106] [107].

Increasing the doping levels in strongly pumped systems which are affected by

Auger upconversion will increase upconversion losses, rather than the gain, and

as a consequence increase the thermal loading of the material. Upconversion was

demonstrated to be signifi.cant in Nd:YAG with high-inversion densities by Guy eú

ø1.[106]. A similar result was reported by Chuang et al.ll}7l for Nd:YLF.

Excited state absorption (ESA) is another energy loss process observed in some

materials. However, a recent series of publications[lO8][109][110] have shown the

effects of ESA to be negligible at the main laser line near I pm for YAG, YAP,

YVO¿, YLF and CWO. Guyot et al.l1.Íl has also reported that ESA at I.064 ¡"tm

in Nd:YAG is negligible.

Efficient and compact high power lasers therefore require large ø.-i"sionry Prod-

ucts and good pump absorption. However, whether using a host with a large pump

absorption or pumping intensely, significant thermal energy per unit volume will be

deposited. Parasitic energy loss mechanisms exacerbate this problem. Thus, it is

important that the host medium has a large thermal stress resistance parameter.

As shown in Table I, most materials have low thermal conductivities compared

to YAG, power-scaling laser materials with poor thermomechanical properties is

difficult. Crystal fracture in SGGM[112][113] and KGW [114] using CW pump pow-

ers less than 10 W has been reported (both of these materials have low thermal

conductivities). It is evident that the only materials suiting the demanding ther-

momechanical characteristics required for use as CW HPDPSSL host materials are

those with thermal conductivities comparable to YAG, which are YLF and YAP.

Both materials also have d",,,i"sionry products and absorption coefficients similar to

YAG. YLF has an M" value approximately 70% that of YAG, and a lower thermai

conductivity. However ø/ for YLF is only one fifth that of YAG resulting in a low

,R" making this material unsuitable for a HPDPSSL.

YAP (or YALO) is the other material with comparable thermal conductivity

to YAG (a and ,E also comparable with YAG). YAP was investigated in the early

70's[115][116][117], and has similar bulk material properties to YAG. In the past it
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has been difficult to grow because of a propensity for twinning[ll8] and therefore

high quality material was difficult to obtain. Improved growth techniques have

recently produced higher optical quality YAP crystals renewing interest in this

material[119]. Thermal lensing in YAP has been observed to be up to 50-60%

greater than YAG under identical situations[lO4][119][120] which, coupled with the

slightly lower thermal conductivity and higher thermal expansion coefficient makes

YAP less suitable than YAG for a HPDPSSL.

A lack of reported thermomechanical properties at the present time make a

quantitative comparison of CWO, NGWO and SGGM with the materials in Table

I difficult.

The polarization of the laser beam is another issue often of concern in laser de-

velopment. Insertion of an intracavity polarizing optic in an unpolarized laser beam

can significantly attenuate the output power. This is most significant in rod lasers

due to strong thermally induced stress birefringence[121]. Polarized laser beams

can be generated by either using a material with inherent polarizing properties or

by inserting Brewster-angled surfaces in the laser cavity. Materials with uniaxial or

biaxial structures exhibit natural polarization properties, but the crystal orientation

must be chosen carefully to ensure appropriate absorption and stimulated emission

cross-sections. Significant thermally induced astigmatic focussing is typically found

in these materials, necessitating sometimes complicated (and expensive) cylindrical

intracavity optics.

Isotropic materials do not exhibit such properties due to the homogeneous nature

of the refractive index temperature coefficient, dnf dT. Polarization can be achieved

in isotropic materials by introducing intracavity polarizing elements such as Brewster

angle windows to the laser cavity. This is usually achieved for zigzag slab lasers in

practice by fabricating the laser slab with entrance or exit faces (or both) oriented so

that the intracavity laser mode is incident on the gain medium at Brewster's angle.

Alternatively, multiple thin slabs of gain medium can be orientated at Brewster's

angle to the intracavity mode[78]. Thus materials without natural polarization

properties (like Nd:YAG) are not necessarily a disadvantage but instead allow greater

flexibility in terms of pump geometry and avoid astigmatic focussing.
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8.4 Conclusion

All materials in Tables I and II with the exception of YLF and YAP have much

lower thermal conductivity than YAG. For intenseþ pumped high pov/er lasers, the

combination of high thermal conductivity isotropic thermal expansion coefficient,

high M" and ø¡ values and level of technological development reveal that YAG is

currently the most appropriate Nd3+ host material for a CW high-power diodelaser-

pumped solid-state laser.

r27
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8.5 Table Captions

o Table I: Nd3+ Material Host Thermomechanical Parameters. i[¡ calculated as-

suming u : 0.33125], using k, a and E frorn Table I. t Errors quoted for a, b

and c axes are +0.60, +0.95 and t0.40 respectivelyll22], subscripts a, b and

c refer to crystallographic axes [100], [010] and [001]. Subscripts d, e and f
correspond to crystallographic axes [100], [f tO] and [111] in Nd:YAG. S Data

was calculated assuming u : 0.28. The YVOa crystal is tetragonal meaning

there are two equivalent '¿' directions and a'c' direction, all mutually orthog-

onal. A typical rod axis is oriented along the a axis of the crystal, maximum

pump absorption occurs when the pump light polarized along the c axis[123].

BeL is reported in r, g, and z directions denoting mutually orthogonal princi-

ple vibration directions. g is aligned with the conventional b crystallographic

axis, while z is oriented at 31.7' to the c axis[124]. Here Ellc yields the zr

polarization and EI c is the ø polarization.

o Table II: Nd3+ Material Host Spectroscopic Parameters. * The absorption

spectrum of Nd:YAP consists of several absorption spikes from 0.78-0.82 p,rn

and has corresponding multiple sharp emission spikes from 1.05 p,m to 1.105

pm. The most intense occurs at 1.0795 pm (Ellb). Note that the polarization

dependent data for Nd:YAP in these Tables was compiled using Pnma space-

group notation, some of the references cited use Pbnm notation instead, the

difference between co-ordinate systems is given by (o,b, c)e.,-, .<------+(b, c, ¿)pur,-[118]

o Shen et al. report a higher value of 6.9 x 10-23 cm2s compared to the number

reported here[125]. ] The absorption linewidth of Nd:Cr:GSGG incorporates

the broad absorption bands of Cr3+, aT1 and aT2 centered at 460 and 645 nm,

each with a FWHM of -100 nm[126] [127]. The biaxial structure of Nd:KGW

is usually described by three orthogonal axes rùpt nrnt and nn. no (usually

aligned to the rod axis) is oriented along the crystallographic ó axis, n,n is 24

to the a axis, and nn makes and angle of 20" to the c axis[104][114].
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Crystal

Structure

Biaxial

Isotropic

Isotropic

Uniaxial

Isotropic

Biaxial

Biaxial

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

Uniaxial

Nd3+Host

Material

YLF

YAP

(or YALO)

Glass

YAG

YVO4

GSGG:CT

KGW

BeL

S-VAP

cwo
NGWO

SGGM

Table I



SGGM

NGWO

cwo
S-VAP

BeL

KGW

GSGG:CT

YVO4

YAG

Glass

YAP

(or YALO)

YLF

NdS+ Host

Material

Formula

SrGdGasOz

NaGd(\MOa)2

CaWOa

Sr5 (VOa)3F

La2Be2O5

KGd(WO4)2

Gd3Sc2Ga¡Orz:Cr

YVO4

Y3Al5O12

ED-z Silicate

YAtO3

YLiF4

0.8081.[112]lr23l

0.8032,[138]

0.8033"[138]

0.80e5-11371

o.glr,,sll44]

0.810¡1,- [104]

+

0.809,[145]

0.808[12e]

0.810[143]

o.813iib [104][118]

0.793"[129],

0.806"[142]

)absorption

(¡'-)

8a"[112][132]

2.9"[138]

2.6"[138]

1.6" [137][140]

2¡^^l0all732l

+

1.4-[138]

1.2[138]

26-30[143]

2-4iib [104] [118]

2.42"1t401

Abs. Linewidth

(*")
Nd3+ Doping (tvp.)

Concentration

a.0 at.%lI23l

1.0 at.%[138]

1.0(max 2.0) at.%[138]

0.38 at.%[1a0]

1.0 wt.% [146]

3.0(max 10.0) at.%[10a]

1.O(Cr:1.0) at.%

1.1(max 3.0) at.%[140]

l.l(max 1.25) at.%]}al

3.1 wt.%[1a3]

1.0(max I.8) at.%

[104][118]

I.I at.%]a}l

13r.[123]

5.5, [13S]

4.9,[133]

16.e"[140]

8¡¡"- [104]

+t

31,[140]

e[104]

11.5Ìiå [104][118]

7.2"11401

Abs. Coeff.

("*-t)

r.62r"lt32l

1.86,[138]

3.24,[138]

11.5,[137]

2.02,, 3.L2slL46)

4.08¡¡,- [1041

3.61[25]

17.e"[101]

6.4[83]

0.e0e[143]

5.25iil[11s]

r0.2n, 7 .4l"ll4L] r.047n,,

1.053,[129]

demission7/

(*10-" cm2s)

1.065r"[123]

1.058"[138]

1.0578-[138]

1.065,[125]

t.0792,,,

1.070ls[146]

r.067¡n^[104][129]

+

r.064"[123]

t.064[144)

1.0623[143]

1.0645, L.0725,

1.0795.[83]

À.-i""ioo

(p-)

Table II



Appendix C

Laser Crystal Schematic Diagrams

The schematic diagrams in this Appendix describe the Nd:YAG laser crystal used for

the experiments in this thesis. The crystal dimensions were calculated and toleranced

(and subsequently drawn) by the author.

Photograph of an infrared beam () : 1.064 ¡^cm) passing through the 19

TlR-bounce long Nd:YAG zígzag slab described by the following schematic

diagrams.

q

I

STÙPFEû

¿BI
] CI]NT CI,I
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Appendix D

Diode-Laser Coolittg Setup k
Drive Circuits

The wavelength of a diode-laser is temperature dependent (1 nm per 2.7-3C). For

optimum performance these devices require temperature stability as well as cooling.

One method of achieving this requires a feedback circuit. This Appendix includes a

diagram of the diodelaser cooling arrangement (see Figure D.1) and the feedback

control circuit used to temperature stabilize the diode-lasers used for the work in

this thesis. The cooling arrangement in Figure D.1 uses a TEC (Melcor, model f
CP 2-I27-06L) with dimensions 62 mm x 62 mm x 4.6 mm high. The lower copper

heatsink is water cooled to a temperature of 15"C. The diode-laser is mounted on

the upper copper block; good thermal contact v¡as ensured with a layer of Indium

foil. The TEC is placed between the copper blocks (using thermal grease) and acts

as a heat valve, moving heat from the diode-laser (Ts = 25C) to the heatsink

(Tr = 15"C)1. The copper block contained a thermistor to monitor the diode-laser

temperature and provide feedback to the control circuit.

The control circuit is an adaption of the circuitry published by Bradley et al.ll47l.

The circuit was modified to include a power op-amp rather than transistors as used

by the original authors due to large currents required to drive the TEC's. The

response of the proportional, integration and differentiation stage was optimized to

1T6 and T¡¡ is a common notation used to denote the temperatu¡es of the'cold'and'hot'sides
of the TEC respectively, typical applications yield an increasing temperature gradient across the
TEC from the 'cold' to 'hot' sides. In this application the 'cold' side is warmer than the 'hot' side.
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Fibrous clamps
(thermally insulating)

Fibre-coupled
Diode-laser

Thermistor
sensor

Copper
heatsink

TEC

Figure D.1: Cooling arrangement for the diode-laser

suit the cooling system here. Using this circuitry, the temperature of the diode-lasers

was maintained to an accuracy of better than f 0.1'C at maximum heat load, as

required by the laser system. Note that t 0.1oC is equivalent to 3.3 x 10-3 nm.
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Appendix E

Small-Signal Gain k Crystal Loss

E.1 Small-signal gain

The small-signal gaín, go, for a four-level laser may be approximated by [83]

go N o2lWonoT¡ (8.1)

where o21 is the stimulated emission cross-section, W, is the pumping rate, no is

the number of atoms in the ground state per unit volume and r¡ is the fluorescence

lifetime. Wono is number of atoms excited from the ground to upper laser level per

unit volume and time, which can alternatively be written as (q¿"¡Pf hu¿V). Ttot ís

the product of the quantum efficiency (4n) and the Stokes factor (4"), and hu¿ is the

energy per laser photon. Pis given by rlePp,4s is the beam overlap efficiency, and

Po is the pump-porù/er deposited in volume V. Multimode lasers typically have a

value of 4s of 0.3-0.9[83]. Therefore,

(E.2)

For a slab geometry V has dimensions a.r, x ho x lo (whereas for a rod V has

dimension" "ii x lo, using the same notation as previously with the subscript p

denoting a pumped dimension). For a TIR zígzag path in a slab, similar to Figure

4.4, not all of the pathlength within the slab overlaps the pumped region. The total

pathlength in the gain region,ln, catt be expressed in terms of the pumped length,
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(E.3)

lo, and the TIR angle, á1.

ls
2lo

sin (d1)

For a standing-wave resonator the output pov/er is given by[148]

gols -
(8.4)

For a travelling-wave (or ring) resonator the output power can be expressed

as[148][1ae]

Pout,ï,ravelling-wave : A^I 
" lr,.'tn - lrn(vE)ll (E.5)

assuming no loss at intracavity apertures. An is the cross-sectional area of the mode,

1" is the saturation intensity, Y is the net loss factor within the resonator and R is

the reflectance of the output coupler.

8.2 Crystal Loss

In this section the loss mechanisms relevant to TIR slab lasers is investigated. High

intracavity loss decreases efficiency and increases the threshold of a laser. Therefore,

high quality (low loss) crystals are sought for all high power solid-state laser applica-

tions. Crystal loss is due to two mechanisms: bulk scatter from crystal imperfections,

thermal aberrations and material impurities; and scatter due to micro-roughness of

the sides (only important for TIR lasers).

Pozú,standing-wave : Or*r"& IL-R+\/R(+ -Y) L

(r-E)
T-YR

loss6,r¡¡ scatter : 1 - exp[-arl] (8.6)



8.2. CRYSTAL ¿OSS r4t

lossl¡gscarter : 1 - [1 - Jossper TIR]"b (8.7)

where nb is the number of TlR-bounces, oo is the bulk scatter coefficient, I is the

total pathlength in the crystal and losso"r TrR is the loss per TIR bounce. Low

loss TIR zigzag crystals, like those required for this work, are highly dependent on

side polish quality. Quantitative details of loss mechanisms enable calculation of

intracavity loss, and therefore the impact on expected laser performance. The other

loss term to be included is the loss at external mirrors or apertures (loss"*¡.) with

a typical value of. L% for example. Note that this does not include the loss at the

output coupler (which is (1 - ,?)).

The loss factor is then given by Y

Y :I - loss6,rl¡scatrer - loss'¡'lgBcatter - loss"*1.

Hence,

Y : exp l-o,t] + [1 - lossp". tro]'o - loss"*1. - 1 (E.8)
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Appendix F

Alignment Laser

During the work in this thesis, a low power Nd:YAG laser was required for alignment

and testing of 1.064 ¡-r,m optics; including measurement of GRM reflectivity profiles,

single-pass gain measurements and singlepass crystal loss measurements at 1.064

¡"tm. It was also used for adjustment of the arrays of pump fibres so the pump field

and the zígzag mode were co-planar, as this can be achieved by maximizing the

single-pass gain.

A stable TIP" zigzag slab laser was chosen for this purpose, the crystal is the

same ari that used by Richards and Mclnnes[23]. A short standing-wave resonator

was constructed using a flat max-R mirror and a flat 90% reflectance output coupler.

Both mirrors are 4 cm from the end of the slab. The laser used a stable resonator

due to the positive horizontal and vertical thermal lensing. The focal length of the

horizontal thermal lens was very weak due to the zigzag and careful alignment was

required in the horizontal direction. The vertical direction provided a somewhat

stronger thermal lens focal length, as this was the direction of slab cooling.

Figure F.1 shows an end-view of the low power Nd:YAG TIP" zigzag slab laser.

The slab is side-pumped by a nominally 5 W diode-laser (SDL-3a80-S). The fast axis

(ø-direction) of the diode-laser pump field is collimated by a 0.75 mm glass fibre (no

AR coating), which acted as a cylindrical lens for the pump radiation. The length

of the optical fi.bre was slightty longer than the pumped length of the slab (z-axis).

Alignment of the optical fibre requires adjustment of height (r-direction), distance

from the diodelaser (gr-direction), two tilt directions (about z- and gr-axes) to
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copper

Nd:YAG slab

collimation fibre

diode-laser
(5 w)
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thermistor
sensor

finned
heatsink computer

fan

Figure F.1: End view of the low power Nd:YAG TIP" zigzag slab laser and the
cooling system.

allow the collimation fibre to be adjusted so that it is parallel to the active region

of the diode-laser. Using the maximum diode-laser current that could be supplied

by the diode-driver, the pump power after the collimating fibre is 4 W.

The diode-laser and the Nd:YAG slab are mounted on a common copper plate.

Heat is removed from the copper plate using a TEC (Marlow Industries, model

# DT12-6). A thermistor is positioned in the copper plate to provide input to

the circuitry which controlled the TEC, using a circuit that is similar to the one

described in App. D. The TEC and feedback system allowed the temperature of the

diode-laser and siab to be accurately set, while simultaneously cooled. The waste

heat from the hot side of the TtrC is removed by forced-air convection from the

heatsink. Plate f 8 shows a photograph of the top view of the laser, showing the

diode-laser, slab and the locations of the resonator mirrors. The laser was enclosed

by a metal cover to contain any stray pump light.

The laser produced up to 540 mW, from 4 W of pump porü¡er. This is more porú/er



Plate # I
Nd:YAG alignment laser.
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than required for the applications here so no attempt was made to change the output

coupler to investigate the efficiency, a 95% output coupler would probably be more

appropriate. The measured M2 was better than 1.02 in both z- and gt-directionsl,

for 300 m\M of output power.

1M2 measured using an M2-101 Laser Beam Propagation Analyzer, and LBA-1004 Laser Beam

Analyzer from Spiricon, Inc., Logan, UT, U.S.A.
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Appendix G

Publications

G.l Publications resulting from this work

o D. Mudge, P.J. Veitch, J. Munch, D. Ottaway, and M.W. Hamilton, "High-

Power Diode-Laser-Pumped CW Solid-State Lasers Using Stable-Unstable

Resonators," IEEE J. Selected Topics in Quantum Electron., vol. 3, no. 1,

pp. 19-25, Feb. 1997.

o D. Mudge, M. Ostermeyer, P.J. Veitch, J. Munch, B. Middlemiss, D.J. Ott-

away, and M.W. Hamilton, "Power Scalable TEMoo CW Nd:YAG Laser with

Thermal Lens Compensation," IEEE J. Selected Topi,cs i,n Quantum Electron.,

vol. 6, no. 4, pp. 643-649, Jul./Aug. 2000.
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G.2 other publications associated with this work

o D.J. Ottawa¡ P.J. Veitch, M.W. Hamilton, C. Hollitt, D. Mudge, and J.

Munch, "A Compact Injection-Locked Nd:YAG Laser for Gravitational \Mave

Detection" IEEE J. Quantum Electron, vol. 34, no. 10, pp. 2006-200g, oct.

1998.

o D.J. ottaway, P.J. veitch, c. Hollitt, D. Mudge, M.w. Hamilton, and J.

Munch, "Flequency and Intensity Noise of an Injection-Locked Nd:YAG Ring

Laser," Appl. Phys. B, vol B71, no. 2, pp. 163-168, Aug. 2000.



Appendix H

GRM Specification Sheet

Included in this Appendix is a copy of the GRM specification sheet submitted to

the National Optics Institutel (INO), showing the specifications and tolerances of

the GRM used for the experiments in Chapter 7 of this thesis.

lNational Optics Institute, 369, rue Flanquet, Sainte-Foy (Québec) Canada GlP 4N8. Tel.

(41S) 657-7006, Fax. (418) 657-7009.
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